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'DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

HEADQUARTERS AERONAUTIC-AL SYSTEMS DIVISION (AFSC)

WRIGHT.PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE, OHIO 45433

° ,• on: ASD/SDQH 10-61 (Maj Rands/t/55477/R&D 13-1-3/UH-IN)

ASD Supplemental Report to FTC-TR-70-22 1 5 OCT iWO

To: Reclpients of FTC-TR-70-22
This report is a part of and should remain attached to FTO-.R-70-22.

Paragraph numbers below correspond to recommendation numbers in
FTC-TR-70-22.

1. UH-lN ECP 521, "Dual Hydraulic System for the Flight Controls
I i in the UH-lN/CUH-LN Helicopters", changed the possibility of boost

off flight from a single failure to a dual failure condition. SSubsequent evaluation of the dual system resulted in Air Force
acceptance of the helicopter.
2. Airframe and engine contractors are studying the feasibility

of ducting the compressor bleed air overboard. An EBP from each[ •will be required to provide a fix.

3o Installation/accessory power losses are being investigated by
the contractor.

4. Problem with fuel valve shutoffs is being investigated by the
contractor.

5. T40O-CP-400 ECP 33, "Introduction of Improved Jet Pump", has
been incorporated to eliminate engine smoke problem.

6. Results of a TDR indicated that the fuel control malfunction
was a peculiar failure. Contractor quality assurance procedures
have been reviewed and reemphasized.

7. Ng oscillation (approximately one cps) is being investigated
by engine and airframe contractors.

8. Contractor is investigating the lag in the force trim system.

9.. Landing skids and steps are common UH-I equipment. Raising the
step height would make the skids peculiar to the UH-lN and cost is

not justified.

10. The Flight Manual is being changed to include information
regarding crew door jettison.

11. The location of first aid kits was considered during cockpit
mock-up and the safety review. Present location is considered
optimum.
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12. Emergency exit stencils are being re-evaluated by the Contractor.

-13. ASD will request TOTO action by WRAMA to provide canopy breaking
Si• I:L 0ols in the cabin.-•-

Standby compass location was considered during cockpit mock-
and the safety review. The contractor is investigating more

saitable locations.

i5. ASD will request TCTO action by WRAMA to provide a protective
gaard for the copilot's beep switch.

16. The contractor is investigating the throttle interaction
problem.

I 17. The Flight Manual is being changed to include information
regarding use of throttle friction to prevent throttle interaction.

18. Most- of the instruments are provided as Government Furnished
E .quipment (GFAE), thus requiring gage markings to be placed on the
glass covers by the airframe contractor. This procedure is also
used because range markings may require change as a result of Cat I
and II testing.

19. Chip detector caution panel should be checked per Flight Manual
procedures (Item 40 of Interior and Before Start, T.O. H-l(U)N-I
dated 1 Aug 70).

20. The rotor brake snould be released per Flight Manual procedures
(Item 28 of Interior and Before Start., T.0. lH-1(U)N-l dated 1 Aug 70).
"Color and location of warning light were established at cockpit mock-

_ji up,

21/22. The Flight Manual is being changed to include information
regarding "secondary" illumination of the fire pull T-handles and
intensity of cockpit illumination during night operations.

23. The contractor has been requested to provide additional manual
k fuel operation information for incorporation in the Flight Manual.

24. A UH-lN ECP has been requested to provide a small, solid state
inverter to power the existing gages during the starting cycle.
Self-generating gages are inaccurate and would pose more problems
than the existing installation.

25. The airframe contractor is reviewing the possibility of adding
an automatic starter cutout ik the starter-generator circuit.

26. Airframe and engine contractors are investigationg the droop
compensation sstem to improve response.
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j ,. 27/28. Procedres for one -and two engine manual fuel operation are
currently available in Section III of T.O. IH-l(U)N-I dated 1 Aug 70.

:29. The engine ldcation was" dictated by- utilization of the UH-lNIi- aiframe.' However, sufficient drain holes have been provided to•:::• •* -•. disýo e of -spilled fuel., oil., etc. ""

-30. UH-lN ECP 519, "Inspection Doors in Air Intake Plenum Baffles",

.was reviewed and disapproved by ASD. A revision has been requested

kand is -in peabin

---31. -The contractor- is preparing improved instnictions for incorpora-
tion in the maintenance tech orders to ensure proper Ng governorP .i settings'and aircraft tachometer calibration.

32/33. Do not concur. Although the engine can be stop-cocked using the

I •throttle, the shut-off valve provides a back-up in the event of a mal-

function of the engine fuel control or battle damage to the fuel control
or the fuel line between the shut-off valve and the fuel control. The
utilization of a fuel shut-off valve is also required by mil spec.

""'.• Position of the crossfeed switch for normal operation was thoroughly
discussed during Flight Manual reviews. Conferees chose the "OFF" position
as optimum since engine driven fuel pump will 'suction feed' up to a pres-
sure altitude of 15,O0C feet. Procedures in Section III, T.O. 1H-I(U)N-1
dated 1 Aug 70, require crossfeed on in the event of boost pump failure.

35. The aircraft fuel supply system is essentially common to the UH-1H.
The cost to provide two separate systems in the UH-lN would be prohibitive.

36. Present UHF/VHF radios are Government Furnished Equipment. CostH 1 of change/replacement is prohibitive at this time.

37/38/39/40. Communication and navigation equipment continues to be
tested -and evaluated during Category I. Contractor is investigating

J the discrepancies.

41. Push-in type fire access doors are not required. The engine fire

'1 extinguisher system is considered adequate.

42. C6nbractor is investigating suitable locations for hand holds.
UH-lN ECP 524, "Engine Maintenance Access Stand for the UH-lN Helicopter",

has been reviewed by ASD. Design has been approved and equipment is toii be provided as AGE.

43. Contractor is investigating quality assurance procedures related

to wiring installation.
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ABSTRACT
Limited performance, flying qualities- and systems tests were con-

ducted during a 24.5 hour evaluation of the UH-IN helicopter for the pur-
pose of determining the gross deficiencies of the aircraft. The flying
qualities were generally satisfactory with the flight control hydraulic
boost system on. With the hydraulic Doost system off, however, the con-
trol forces were so high that a Cooper-Harper Rating of 9 was given to
boost off flight. Hover and climb performanc& met or exceeded the pre-
dicted values for the conditions tested. The maximum allowable level
flight speeds were easily attained. Specific range and endurance dif-
fered significantly from predicted valnes. Aircraft subsystems generally
performed adequately, however, several major discrepancies were noted.
A poweir section flamed out during a dual engine throttle chop and could
not be restarted in either the automatic or manual fuel control mode.
On one occasion an engine continued to run at reduced speed after its
fuel valve shut-off switch was placed in the OFF position. In-flight
engine shutdowns and airstarts of the number two engine produced heavy
smoke in the cockpit and cabin area. Intermittent power oscillations
occurred during stabilized flight when the engine gas producer speeds
were between 88 and 92 percent. Longitudinal and lateral control forces
could not be consistently trimmed out.
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A r6tor disk area ft 2

-AFPE Air Force Preliminary Evaluation ,-
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CAS calibrated airspeed kt

cg center of gravity in.

cIP indicated compressor inlet total pressure- in. Hg
(Pt 2 i)

CIT indicated compressor inlet total tempera-, -deg, C.,..
ture (Tt2i)

cps cycles per second Hz
d differential; e.g., dHic =.differential -

indicated pressure altitude corrected for
instrument error

d/dt ; time rate. of change; e.g., *dHic/dt = time - - -

rate of change of indicated pressure
altitude corrected for instrument error

deg degrees
ESGW engine start gross weight lb

FAT free air temperature (ta, ambient air deg-C
temperature)

fpm feet per minute
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fwd f6rward

g acceleration due to gravity 32.17405 ft/sec2

GW gross weight lb
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HD density altitude ft
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IAS indicated airspeed kt
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Item Definition Units

KCAS knots caLibrated aLrspeed . .-

KIAS knots iihdicated airspeed corrected for - -
instrument error (not corrected for
position error)

kt knot, knots

KTAS knots true airspeed - -4

lat lateral - - -

long longitudinal

MTIP advancing blade tip Macn number dimensionless

MAX maximum

n load factor -dimnensi'onless

nf power turbine speed rpm, -pct

ng gas producer turbine speed - rpm, -pct

NR main rotor speed rpm, pct

NAMPP nautical air miles per pound of fuel - - -

NAMT nautical air miles traveled |

NM nautical miles -

OAT outside air temperature (ttic indicated deg.C
total temperature corrected for instru-
ment error)

OGE out of ground effect

Pa atmospheric or ambient pressure in. Hg

PQ engine torque pressure psi

Pt 2  compressor inlet total pressure in. Hg

psi pounds per square inch - - -

Q engine torque ft-lb

R rotor radius ft

R/C rate of climb ft-per rain

R/D rate of descent ft per min

rpm revolutions per minute
Sft-lb

SHP shaft horsepower 30 ft-l

t temperature . deg C
t time sec
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Vc calibrated airspeed kt

SVi indicated airspeed kt

VNE indicated airspeed never to exceed kt

Vt true airspeed kt
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Item Definition Urits
-AVpc correction for airspeed position error kt

Wf fuel flow lb per hr
ambieist pressure ratio (=Pa/PasL) dimensionless

6 t2  engine compressor inlet pressure ratio dimensionless
(=Pt2/PaSL)

ea ambient temperature ratio (=Ta/TasL) dimensionless
engine compressor inlet temperature dimensionless
ratio (=Tt2/TaSL)

u rotor advance ratio dimensionless
p air density slugs per ft 3

aa air density ratio (Pa/PSL) dimensionless
Or planform solidity ratio dimensionless
Srotor angular velocity rad per sec

Subscripts

a ambient
i indicated
ic indicated corrected for instrument error - -.

s standard day conditions - - -

t test day conditions
SL sea level on a standard day - - -
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A

INTRODUCTIONIThis report-presents the results of the Air Force Preliminary Eval-
uation .(AFPE) of the UH-lN helicopter. The purpose of the evaluation
was tooinvestigate the mission suitability, performance characteristics,
flying qualities and subsystems of the helicopter.

dThe evaluation was conducted by AFFTC personnel on UH-lN helicopter
USAF S/N 68-10773 at Bell Helicopter Company, Arlington, Texas. The tests
were conducted between 10 and 27 July 1970, and required 28 flights total-

:1 ing-24.5 hours of'flight time.

SThe primary mission of the UH-IN helicopter is the special opera-
tions forces mission of counterinsurgency, unconventional warfare, and
psychological operations. The secondary missions are the transport of
personnel and equipment and the delivery of protective fire by the instal-
lation of appropriate weapons. The UH-lN armament system consists of
pintle mounted 7.62mm miniguns, 40mm grenade launchers and a 2.75-inch
folding fin rocket system. The armament systems were not tested during
the AFPE.

The test UH-lN helicopter had a single two-bladed lifting rotor and
a tractor tail rotor instead of the more conventional pusher tail rotor.
The UH-lN utilized the. basic UH-ID fuselage and was equipped with thin
tip main and tail rotor'-blades. The aircraft was powered by a United
Aircraft of Canada Limited T400-CP-400 power package consistinc of two
PT6T-4 free-turbine 'turboshaft engines coupled to a combining gearbox
having a single dutput shaft. Each engine had an uninstalled rcating of
900 ,ghdft horsepower at sea level, standard day conditions. Overrunning
clutches in the two drives oZ the output sections allowed engine torque
to be transmitted in one direction only, thus providing for both single-
engine operation'and two-engine-out autorotation. Load sharing between
the two engines was equalized by an automatic torque-matching device.
The maximum allowable forward speed of the helicopter was 130 KIAS, and
the maximum gross weight was 10,000 pounds (10,500 pounds maxim-am over-
load gross weight with external sling load). The difference between
maximum gross weight and empty gross weight was approximately 4,000 pounds.
This was approximately 300 pounds less than the equivalent weight dif-
ference for the UH-lF helicopter.

t1I....
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TEST AND EVALUATION

OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS

Entry and Egress-Pilot/Copilot Area

Entry into the pilot seat is awkward for a person of average height
and difficult for a short person. This situation is even more frustrating
when attempting to step over the collective pitch lever and around the
cyclic pitch stick on the copilot's side of the helicopter. The problem
could be alleviated to some degree by raising the height of the step atop
the tubular landing skid. (R 9)1

Once seated, the pilot and copilot are afforded multiple options
on the placement of the seat relative to the position of the flight con-
trols. The seats are adjustable both fore and aft as well as up and down.
The rudder pedals can also be adjusted fore and aft. The rudder pedal
adjustment knob has been moved from the floor (as in the UH-lF) to a more
easily reached location just below the pilot/copilot instrument panel
(figure 1). Three features have been added to the seats that bear special
mention: (1) The cushion portion of the back rest has been attached to
the basic seat by Velkro and can be adjusted up and down to suit indi-
vidual pilot comfort. This cushion can also be easily removed to accom-
modate a back type parachute, (2) Either seat can be made to tilt back-
ward to the horizontal position. This feature allows someone in the
cargo compartment to extract and give aid to either the pilot or copilot
if they should become incapacitated, and (3) The seats can be equipped
with armor plating that is easily installed or removed.
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Strap-in procedures and hardware are standard. The shoulder harness
lock lever has been moved from its conventional location on the left side

--of the seat to the right side to preclude interference with the collec-
tive pitch lever.

Egress from the cockpit of the UH-lN is identical to previous UH-I
series helicopters. Both the pilot and copilot doors are jettisonable
from within. Mention should be made in the Flight Manual, however, that
a slight push force directed against the bottom of the door is necessary
to effect separation from the helicopter. Exit is much easier if the
seat is slid to the full aft position. (R 10)

Entry and Egress-Passenger/Cargo Area

Entry into the passenger/cargo area is gained by moving the slidingdoor(s) aft. This section of t~he helicopter is identical to the UH-ID.

Up to thirteen (1.3) people can be seited here or the 220 cubic feet of
available space may be used to haul cargo. The cargo doors can be locked
in the full open position for flight up to 100 knots indicated airspeed;
however, they may not be left in an interrmediate position for flight at
any airspeed. A hinged door just forward of the sliding door is installed
to facilitate the loading of exceptionally large cargo. It is easily
removed for special stores and/or houist operation. Attached to these
doors, however, are the aircraft first aid kits. To preclude flight
operations without the aircraft first aid kits, the kits should be moved
to a more permanent location. (R 11)

All seats within the passenger/cargo area are of the nylon fabric
and tube type construction. Each seat is equipped with a standard lap
belt.

Egress from the passenger/cargo area can be accomplished by moving
the sliding doors aft. These doors have two windows, each of which is
jettisonable. Emergency exit can be accomplished by pulling up and in
on special handles located at the bottom of each window. Stencils and
decals describing the motion of these handles are inadequate. The door
panels should be marked so that the motion of the door handles is unmis-
takable. (R 12)

No provisions have been made for emergency exit in the event the
cargo doors and windows become blocked or jammed. Two canopy breaking
tools should be installed within the passenger/cargo area to break out
plexiglass windows if necessary. (R 13)

Cockpit Evaluation

Visibility from the cockpit of the UH-lN is fair. Both the pilot
and copilot can scan the horizon through a 180 degree arc with only minor
obstructions caused by cockpit support beams or door frames. Each can
also see another 43 degrees to the rear, but only on his side of the heli-
copter. Very limited upward visibility is provided through green shaded
plexiglass panels above the pilot and copilot seats.

Placement of controls, switches, and instruments was considered good
with but one exception. There is only one standby magnetic compass in
this helicopter, and it is located above the pilot's windshield. In this



posit'ion, it is difficult for the pilot to read the compass accurately
and impossible for the copilot to read. A review of the Flight Manual
indicates that when the XM-60 gun sight is mounted adjacent to-the standby
compass, and is in the stowed position, it completely covers the compass,
making it impossible for the pilot to read. The standby magnetic compass
should be moved to a location where it can more easily be seen. If
electro-magnetic interference precludes locating the compass between the
pilot and copilot, it is suggested that two compasses be installed, one
on each outboard side of the instrument panel. During instrument flight,
attempting to read the standby compass could result in a severe case of
pilot vertigo due to the excessive head movement required. (R 14)

The UH-lN helicopter has installed (or provisions for installation)
three pieces of Standard Lightweight Avionics Equipment. They are the
AN/ARC-114 VHF-FM, AN/ARC-115 VHF-AM and AN/ARC-116 UHF-AM radios. None
of these radios have preselect channelized frequencies or even a Guard
Transmit Select position. Changing frequencies by dialing the correct
numjer combination is time consuming and requires too much pilot atten-
tion during many flight operations. That there is no provision to change
immediately to a Guard frequency for transmission is considered a defi-
ciency. These radios should be replaced with equipment that is more
useful to the Air Force combat role. (R 36)

The power turbine rpm beep switch is mounted on a switch box atop
the collective pitch lever. This switch protrudes well above the level
of the box and easily could be hit, kicked or broken during entry into
or exit from the copilot's seat. An arrangement similar to that on the
UH-lF manual fuel control switch should be incorporated for the power
turbine rpm beep switch. (R "15)

Two throttles are incorporated in the collective stick, one for each
engine. With no throttle friction applied, moving one throttle will cause
the other throttle to move. This interaction is undesirable and should
be avoided in future designs. To prevent interaction some throttle fric-
tion should be applied to each throttle and mention of this requirement
should be made in the Flight Manual. (R 16, R 17)

A very effective rotor brake assembly is provided as standard equip-
ment on the UH-lN helicopter. Rotor rpm can be brought from 40 percent
of normal operating speed (maximum rotor brake engagement speed) to a
complete stop in 10 seconds. The total time to stop the rotor from 59
percent NR (typical NR at engine shut down) was reduced from 3 1/2 minutes
for coast down without brake application to 27 seconds with braking at
40 percent NR. The rotor brake lever is mounted on the cockpit ceiling
above the pilot's left shoulder in such a position that it can be easily
reached by either the pilot or copilot. Application of this lever is a
down and forward motion, and is considered more desirable than an upward
and rearward motion as used with the UH-lF helicopter.

The engine, transmission and combining gear box gages are logically
arranged and in good view of both the pilot and copilot. Each engine
torque and the combined output torque are depicted on a single gage that
is easily read. The power turbine speeds and the rotor rpm for each
engine are superimposed and displayed on a single, well-placed gage
located in front of each pilot (figure 2). Even though these gages are
in close proximity to the pilots, they are very difficult to read with
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Figure 2 INSTRUMENT PANEL
any degree of accuracy. The gage cover glass is rather far removed from
the face of the dial and the normal operating range markings affixed to
this glass obscure too much of the rpm range. It is very easy to misread
the rotor rpm by +4% (+13 rpm). In order to avoid parallax and blockage,
the range markings of all instruments should be moved to the dial face
for more accurate flight operation. (R 18)

Instrument flight from either seat has been made easier than in
previoub UH-I series helicopters with the addition of a bigger attitude
indicator and duplicate performance navigation indicators. The arrange-
ment of basic flight instruments in front of each pilot is well suited
for quick scanning and accurate interpretation.

The UH-lN power train is well monitored by a series of magnetic chip
detectors. Each engine oil system has a chip detector in the accessory
gear box and one in the lower stage of the combining gear box. These de-
tectors are connected to a common chip detector light on the master cau-
tion panel. Each engine has a light. The upper stage of the combining
gear box, the main transmission, and the 42 degree and 90 degre., gear
boxes of the tail rotor system are also protected by magnetic chip de-
tectors and associated warning lights. These four lights are grouped
together on a common caution panel (figure 2). A press-to-test check of
this panel is required before engine start, but is easily overlooked.
A "PRESS TO TEST" decal should be placed to the left of this panel and
immediately above the master caution panel as a reminder to pilots to
check the combined chip detector lights. (R 19)

A rotor-brake-on warning light is incorporated in the master warning
panel. This warning is easily overlooked before engine start, since a
number of the lights are illuminated at that time. In effect, the func-

____ ____ ____ ____5
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tion of the warning light is nullified. The rotor-brake-on warning
should be specifically identified either by moving the light to a separate
caution panel or by changing the color of the caution light segment to
red. (R 20)

Ground Operations

Autciftic and manual fuel control starts using either ground power
or ship's battery p6wer were evaluated. Normal starts (using the auto-
matic fuel-control) on ground power were quick and smooth. Manual fuel
control starts •wth ground power were slightly longer, but only because
of the pilot's concern-not to exceed the engine temperature limits.

ý I Srts using battery power for one engine, and then generator power for-
-th-e-(5theV were slightly hotter than with ground power, but were well

--within all starting parameter limits. Manual fuel control starting pro-
I -•cndre.. are not included in the Flight Manual, Since they were accom-

•plishedquite easily both maanual fuel control ground starting and air-
starting procedures should be-added to the Flight Manual to provide a
back-up- method for starting. (R 23)

zThe inter-turbine temperature (ITT) gages are not self generating
temperature gages and require- alternating current to operate. During a

battery start, the indications may be inaccurate due to low voltage and
might result in an undetected hot start. Self-generating ITT instruments
should be installed. (R 24)

Starter-generators are used in the T400-CP-400 engine. Activation
of the starter/ignition circuit for both engines is controlled by one
switch. This switch can be easily left in the ON position after the
second engine is started. With this switch still on and engine up to
speed, the generator function of this starter-generator will not come
on the line even though the Generator Out indication on the caution panel
goes out when the generator switch is placed to the ON position. The
only indication of this discrepancy is a zero ammeter reading for that
side of the power package - which can be easily overlooked. An automatic
starter cutout feature should be incorporated in the starter-generator
circuit. Some provisions for an automatic starter cutoff seem to be al-
ready incorporated in the aircraft since the starter switch itself is held
in the ON position magnetically.. Without electrical power, the switch is

- spring loaded to the OFF position. '(R 25)

The Flight Manual recommended that the fuel valves be turned on
before and off after flight. This procedure has become standard for
helicopters; however, it is not standard for other aircraft in the USAF.
No valid reason for turning fuel valves on and off has been given; there-
fore, the fuel valve switches should be safety wired in the ON position.
Past experience and safety records indicate that critical switches are
turned off accidentally, causing accidents. in future designs the fuel
valve switches should be eliminated since their function is duplicated
by actuating the firewall shutoff handles. (R 32, R 33)

The Flight Manual recommends that the fuel crossfeed switch he off
during flight. This aircraft has two engines; however, they are in effect
fed fuel from a single fuel tank since all fuel cells are interconnected.
To provide boost pump pressure to either or both engines in the event of
one boost pump failure, the tuel crossfeed must be on. Flight should be
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conducted with the crossfeed on. For combat operations and service-
ability, the aircraft should be equipped with two independent fuel tank
systems. In future designs, two independent fuel tank systems should
be provided. (R 34, R 35)

Flight Operations

Hover and takeoff characteristics of the aircraft were essentially
the same as other UH-I aircraft. Rotor rpm droop was very small in the
mid-power range and directional control was easily maintained. Rotor
rpm overspeed in the low power range and droop in the high power range
were pronounced, however, they should not present operational problems.
Action should be taken to improve the droop compensation in the low and
high power ranges. Torque matching was very good, resulting in little
pilot effort to control power. The Cooper-Harper rating (figure 5,
appendix II) for the hover and takeoff task was 2. (R 26)

Handling qualities in a maximum continuous power climb were accept-
able and were improved over the UH-lF. The longitudinal dynamic insta-
bility noted in the UH-1F at best climb speed was essentially non-existent
in the UH-lN. Adequate tail rotor control was available under all condi-
tions of flight.

Sideward and rearward flight tests were performed at speeds up to 35
and 30 knots, respectively. No unusual or undesirable handling qualities
were noted. Directional control in sideward flight was excellent and
was considered to be a definite improvement over the UH-lF helicopter.
Control margins were adequate and within Military Specification MIL-H-
8501A requirements (reference 7).

Level flight characteristics were generally good. Longitudinal
and lateral control forces could not be consistently trimmed out. It
was believed that the force trim system was operating erratically. Dur-
ing the AFPE various maintenance actions were taken to correct this de-
ficiency, however, it was never corrected. Based on the difficulty en-
countered in trimming out the longitudinal and lateral control forces
during the AFPE, immediate action should be taken to provide consistent
positive control force trim. Operation during the AFPE was unsatisfactory
and the Cooper-Harper rating assigned to the trimming task was 4. (R 8)

Flight with either engine on manual fuel control and the other on
automatic mode was easily accomplished. More attention was required in

monitoring the torquemeter, however, the attention required was acceptable.
A Cooper-Harper rating of 3 was assigned to this task. The recommended
procedure for flight with ,ianual fuel control on one engine was to keep
the torque of the engine on manual control slightly lower than the torque
of the automatic engine. This was easily accomplished by movement of the
throttle of the engine on manual control as collective was changed. Allow-
ing the torque output of the engine on manual control to exceed that of
the automatic engine resulted in rotor overspeed if collective was not
adjusted to compensate. The procedure for flying with one engine on
manual fuel control and the other on automatic should be included in the
Flight Manual. (R 27)

\*
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Flight with both engines on manual fuel control was also accomplished.
Although the requirement for flight with both engines on manual fuel con-
trol in normal operations seldom occurs, the aircraft can be flown without
undue effort. The procedure used was to adjust the torque level of both
engines to approximately the same level by setting one engine at a level
with throttle and then adjusting the other engine either up or down to
match torques. During these adjustments, rotor rpm was controlled with
collective movements. Once approximately matched, both throttles were
adjusted together as collective was raised or lowered to maintain rotor
rpm. This task required moderate pilot compensation, however, it was
acceptable for emergency operation. The procedure for flight with both
engines on manual fuel control should be included in the Flight Manual.
(R 28)

Flight with the control hydraulic boost system off was accomplished
as a part of the AFPE. During boost off operation control forces were un-
acceptably high. Upward movement of the collective control was extremely
difficult, and moving the cyclic control into the right rear quadrant with
one hand was nearly impossible. On three separate occasions boost off
approaches to a slide-on landing had to be broken off due to the intense
pilot effort required to maintain control of the aircraft. The approaches
were attempted under favorable conditions of visibility, weather and secon-
dary pilot workload, but consistent safe running landings could not be
accomplished. The Cooper-Harper rating for the boost off flight task was
9. Two attempts were made to correct the deficiency, but neither was an
effective solution. The UH-IN should not be accepted into the Air Force
inventory until the flight characteristics with the hydraulic boost system
off have been improved and undergone another Air Force evaluation. (R 1)

Partial power and autorotational characteristics were good. Gradual
entries into partial-power descents and into autorotations were easily
accomplished. Aircraft response after single or dual engine throttle
chops was acceptable. A slight yaw to the left occurred after one- or
two-engine throttle chops but was controlled easily by the pilot. Rudder
authority was sufficient to cope with the yaw angles that developed fol-
lowing simulated engine failure. Coordinated turns to the right and left
were accomplished during the autorotations with very little increase in
pilot workload. Touchdown landings from an autorotation were easily
accomplished.

Vibration levels in all phases of flight were acceptable. As in all
other UH-I aircraft the vibration level increased with increased airspeed,
however, it was qualitatively estimated that tne levels are lower than
those in the UH-lF.

Night lighting was adequate. Nothing unusual was noted during a
night evaluation flight except that the fire handles seemed to be illumi-
nated by reflections from the secondary light system (appearing to indi-
cate a fire). No excessive reflections or other objectionable items were
noted. Information concerning the illumination of the fire handles by
the secondary lights should be included in the Flight Manual. The secon-
dary lights should be kept at a low illumination during night flight when
practicable. (R 21, R 22)

During the night flight, VOR and TACAN approaches were accomplished
without difficulty. No problem was encountered activating the correct



switches on the collective head, however, due to the number of switches
located' on the head, the possibility of activating the wrong switch is
very high. A review' of the Flight Manual pointed out a potential problem
area that was not investigated. Inadvertent activation of the starter

<4 switch will result in the loss of a generator which will cause the non-
essential dc bus to be deactivated. The search light and hoist are on
this bus, therefore, either of these systems could be lost at a critical

-ftime. This possibility is additional justification for incorporating an
automatic starter cutout system that will deactivate the starter switch
when the engines are operating. (R 25)

Approaches and landings were accomplished in the same manner as
other UH-l aircraft. Nothing unusual was noted. Single engine and auto-
rotation landings were also accomplished. Hover landings on single en-
gine were possible depending on gross weight, density altitude, etc.
Under most conditions, a run-on landing is recommended, however, if the
performance charts indicate a hovering landing is possible, a hover land-
ing can be made with caution. The touchdown landings from autorotation
were easily accomplished.

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING ANALYSIS

Propulsion

A GROUND STARTING

Normal starting of the engines was initiated by engaging the engine
mounted electric starting motors using a three-position (LEFT ENGINE, OFF,
RIGHT ENGINE) starter/ignition switch located on the top of the collective
stick. Six engine starts were made using power from the aircraft battery.
The remaining starts were made using external power from a ground power
unit. The engines were started one at a time and required 30 to 40 sec-
onds to reach stabilized ground idle. All starts had ITT's below the
maximum transient limit of 870 degree C. The highest starting ITT of
850 degree C occurred on a 92 degree F day during a battery powered start

j with a 15 knot tail wind. The highest starting ITT observed with negc.i-
gible head winds was 812 degree C during a battery power start on an 36
degree F day. Starting temperatures during aircraft generator powered
starts or externally powered starts were considerably lower, typically
between 600 degree C and 700 degree C. Successful starts were also made
without the fuel boost pumps operational.

IN-FLIGHT ENGINE SHUTDOWN

Seven in-flight engine shutdowns were accomplished on each engine
in conjunction with both the engine airstart evaluation and a brief in-
vestigation of a suspected fuel shutoff valve problem. The purpose of
the in-flight shutdown tests was to evaluate the propulsion system when
the engines were shut down by the two available methods; the throttles
(twist handles on the collective stick shown on figure 1) and the fuel
shut off valve. All in-flight shutdowns with the number one engine
were routine. However, the number two engine had one abnormal fuel valve
shut down and produced moderate to heavy smoke (with an oil odor) in the
cockpit during all shutdowns and airstarts.

9
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The fuel shut off valve was electrically operated by either the
fire handle or the fuel shut off switch and was located between the fuel - -

tank boost pumps and the engine fuel controls. The first of four shut-
downs using the fuel shut off valve resulted in the time history shown
by the solid lines in figure 21, appendix I. It was suspected that the
increasing temperatures which occurred before the engine was finally shut
off with the throttle could have been caused by incomplete closure of the
fuel valve. Each of the next three shutdowns with the fuel valve (two
more on the number two engine and one on the number one engine) were nor-
mal and had time histories similar to the one illustrated by the dashed
lines on figure 21, appendix I. This potential problem should be investi-
gated and corrective action.taken, if required, to insure consistent
positive fuel shut offs by the fire handle and the fuel shut off switch.
(R 4)

The cause of the smoke/oil fumes in the cockpit/cabin which occurred
during all inflight engine shutdowns and airstarts of the number two en- I
gine was believed to be similar to the cause of the external oil leak/smoke
problems which were being encountered by the contractor during engine
starting and shutdown of other UH-lN's and a commercial twin-engine heli-
copter (Bell Model 212). This problem should be corrected and a Jescrip-
tion of the smoke problem should be included in the Flight and ME.intenance
Manuals until the smoke problem is eliminated.^ (R 5)

AIR STARTING

The air starting capabilities of the engines were investigated after
13 intentional. in-flight engine shutdowns and one unintentional engine
shutdown. The unintentional -shutdown was caused by a flameout of the
number two engine following a dual engine throttle chop from flight power
to flight idle; this engine could not be restarted, as discussed in the
following paragraph. All the airstarts after planned shutdowns were
successfully and easily accomplished with the only problem being the
previously mentioned smoke in the cockpit during starts with the number
two engine. The airstart data are summarized in figure 22, appendix I.
Two of the airstarts were accomplished with the running engine's genera-
tor shut off (i.e., the airstart was accomplished using battery power).
Also, since all airstarts were initiated with the gas generator at zero
rpm it was deduced that the low airspeed battery powered airstarts par-
tially simulated ground starting from a high altitude site. There were
no exceptionally high ITT's during the Lirstarts (the highest ITT of
782 degree C occurred dnring a battery powered airstart at a pressure
altitude of 15,050 feet), and the engines reached stabilized flight idlerpm 15 to 20 seconds after the start was initiated.

The only unsuccessful airstart occurred after what was later deter-
mined to be a fuel control malfunction that caused an enqine flameout.
Two unsuccessful automatic fuel control mode airstarts w;re attempted.
After landing a third automatic mode attempt was also unsuccessful. Two
attempts to start the engine in the manual fuel control mode were also
unsuccessful. It was then determined that fuel was being delivered to
the fuel control, but the fuel control was not delivering any fuel to the
engine in either the manual or automatic mode. Replacing the fuel con-
trol corrected the problem. Corrective action should be taken to both
prevent flameouts and to insure operation of the manual fuel control fol-
lowing a malfunction of the automatic fuel control. This problem is
especially serious because it could potentially happen to both engines
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simultaneously with resulting loss of the back up manual fuel controls
and all power. Since a similar problem (a single engine flameout and no
restart capability) has occurred with a Bell Model 212 helicopter ind a
Navy AH-IJ (both have the same power plant as the UH-lN), the urgency for
correction of this fuel control problem should not be underestimated.
This deficiency should be corrected as soon as possible. An Unsatisfac-
tory Report (AFTO form 29) was submitted by the contractor. It described
the flameout but did not state that the engine could not be restarted
following the flameout. (R 6)

ENGINE POWER TRANSIENT TESTS

The transient characteristics of the engines, power, and rotor con-
trol systems were investigated at several altitudes, airspeeds and engine
torque settings as summarized in tables I and II, appendix I. Four types
of engine transients were performed with one and both engines: automatic
engine accelerations due to collective stick pull ups (of various mag-
nitudes and at varying rates); automatic engine decelerations due to
lowering of the collective stick; single and dual engine throttle roll
backs (chops) from full throttle to flight idle; and single engine accel-
erations with the throttle. Typical time histories of the pilot control
input, rotor response and various engine paiameters are shown in figures
23 throuqh 29, appendix I. When interpreting the power transient tests
it should be kept in mind that the engines are automatically influenced
to various extents by the following components: the gas p-oducer fuel
control with its Ng governor (100 percept N); )the power turbine governor
with its governing speed selected by the roor rpm beep switch; the torque
sharing and limiter control; the ITT limiter; and the rotor droop compen-
sation system.

The overall engine acceleration characteristics, excepz fo. the rotor
droop compensation system, were considered acceptable (based on the limited
tests conducted during the AFPE). All engine acceleration transients were
accomplished with no ITT or rpm hang ups, excursions or other indications
of compressor stall. The automatic response of the engLne- to sudden
large increases in required output power are illustrated in figures 23
and 24, appendix I. In figure 23, appendix I, both engines had reached
90 percent of the required torque within 2.2 seconds after the start of
the collective stick movement (within one second after the end of the
stick movement). The compressor speed and torque on both engines over-
shot their final values but can be seen to converge rapidly. Figure 24,
appendix I, illustrates the automatic engine response to a simulated :,I
gine failure. The number two engine had reached 90 percent of its final
torque output three seconds after the first movement of the other enaine
throttle. A typical single engine acceleration from idle to flight power
is shown in figure 25, appendix I. The compressor can be seen to have
essentially been up to speed within 2.2 seconds after the throttle reac.ed
full open. The torque and Ng oscillations damped quickly and were accept-i able.
l Automatic engine decelerations after lowering the colle-tiva stick

* "were acceptable except for rotor overspeed compensation at the lower col-
lective stick settings. As previously mentioned, the number two engine
flamed out following a dual engine throttle chop from flight power to
flight idle. A time history of this throttle chop is shown in figure 26,
appendix I. Five single engine throttle chops and two addicional dual
engine throttle chops were performed without flameouts or unusual engine
decelerations. The throttle chop data is summarized in table II, appendix
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POWER MANAGEMENT

The engines were equipped with a rotor droop (and overspeed) compen-
sation system designed to compensate for the power turbine governor droop
schedule (which is necessary for stability,. The ideal droop compensator
reduces pilot work load by returning the rotor rpm to its previously
governed speed following a change in coilective stick position. (Without
compensation or with only partial co:,pensation, the pilot must monitor
the rotor rpm and use the rotor rpm beep switch to manually compensate
for the governor droop characteristics.) Even with an ideal droop compen-
sator, however, a transient droop or overspeed of the rotor is to be ex-
pected because the collective stick can cause the rotor to require power
faster than the engines can respond. Transient and steady state operation
of the droop compensator during dual and single engine operation were in-
vestigated during and after the previously described power transients.
Rotor droop compensation was excellent for moderate collective pitch
changes in the lower power ranges as shown ;n the time history in figure
27, appendix I. The rapid power change to a higher power shown in figure
23, appendix I, and the slow collective transient to a still higher re-
quired power shown on figure 28, appendix I, indicate a trend; the droop
compensator was less effective during transients to higher power settings.
Figure 30, appendix I, a summary of all the collective pull up transients,
further illustrates this trend. '7he increasing rotor droop is not a
serious operational problem but does increase pilot work load. Droop
compensator operation during transients to higher engine powers should
be improved. Rotor overspeed compensation was also less effective during
transients to low collective settings as illustrated in figure 29, appen-
dix I. Improved compensation should be provided during transients to
low collective stick positions. (R 26)

The data from the fixed collective stick single engine throttle
chops/simulated single engine failures illustrates a minor power manage-
ment problem. The remaining engine does not automatically deliver the
power required to mnaintain the prefailure main rotor rpm even though the
required power is available. Test number 14 in table II, appendix I,
is the best example of this problem. Test number 13 shown in the same
table and on figure 24, appendix I, also shows the same trend, but to a
lesser extent. The rotor rpm and power can be regained by using the rpm
beep switcfi as shown on figure 24, appendix I; tý - fore, this is only a
minor problem.

Dual engine load sharing was accomplished by the automatic torque
controller inputs to the individual engine fuel controls. The torque
matching controller sensed only the individual engine torquemeter output
oil pressures and attempted to keep them equal for both steady state and
transient operation, The steady state torque matching was good for the
first half of the AFPE and was typically as shown on figure 31, appendix
I. The approximately one-percent difference in compressor speed for
essentially tne same torques and ITT's was present throughout the AFPE
and probably represents a normal difference in the engine efficiencies.
Torque matching during the power transients shown in figures 23 through
29, appendix I, was not as good as duroing steady state flight but was
still adequate.

During the last few AFPE flights an intermittent power oscillation
problem occurred during stabilized flight when the engine Ng's were be-
tween 88 and 92 percent. The oscillations were mostly on the number two
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engine and were usually largest at power settings that resulted in Ng's
of 'approximat~ely 91 percent. The number two engine torque meter, Ng, ITT,
and fuel flow oscillated at approximately one cycle per second with a one
percent to two percent N oscillation amplitude. The number two engine
appeared to cause a smaller oscillation in the number one engine (probably
thiough' the torque matching control). The oscillations could be stopped
by chAfhginRg power to get put of the 88 to 92 percent Ng range. The con-
tractor believed this problem was due to an intermittent instability in
the torque matching control. The power oscillation problem should be
investigated and corrected. (R 7)

The main rotor speed governing system, controlled by the rotor rpm
beep switch was evaluated at two altitudes to determine the typical rate
at which the rotor speed can be changed and to determine the system/engine
operating characteristics. These tests were performed in level flight
with a fixed collective stick position. There was a slight delay from
the beep switch activation until a noticeable rotor speed change occurred,
and then it took approximately one second for the rotor to accelerate or
decelerate to the rates shown in table I.

Table I

MAIN ROTOR SPEED RESPONSE TO ENGINE BEEP

Pressure Beep UP Rotor Beep DOWN Rotor
Airspeed Altitude Speed Change Speed Chance

(KIAS) (ft) (rpm per sec) (rpm per sec)

58 4,800 7 9.1

53 9,850 7.5 6.5

A time history of the test at 9,850 feet is shown on figure 32, appendix
I. For this test the beep switch was activated and held in the full up
beep position until approximately 15 seconds and then it was placed in
the full down beep position for the remainder of the record. The rotor
speeds at 14 seconds and 28 seconds illustrate the limits of the beep
switch authority over the power turbine governor. The rotor rpm trace
also shzwed that the governor had good stability with reasonable overshoots
and good damping. The rotor rpm speed governing system was adequate.

ENGINE RESPONSE DURING MANEUVERS

The engine response was monitored during sideward flight, rearward
flight and accelerated flight (turning pull ups) tests conducted during
flying qualities testing. Sideward and rearward flight resulted in no
unusual indications on the cockpit engine instruments. The maneuvering
flight tests performed with a fixed collective stick position and without
use of the beep switch resulted in large transient rotor rpm droops as
shown in table II.
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Table II

ROTOR SPEED DROOP DURING MANEUVERING FLIGHT

Initial Rotor Minimum Rotor Time to Minimum
Description Speed Speed Rotor Speed
of Maneuver (rpm) (rpm) (sec)

Left Turning Pull 324 307 2.5
Up to 2.3 g's

Symmetric Pull 325 306 3
Up to 2.2 g's

Right Turning Pull 328 305 3
Up to 2.25 g's

The engine and rotor response during the limited maneuvers conducted
during the AFPE were acceptable. However, during rapid pull outs from
dives when collective and cyclic stick are required (i.e., after armament
deliveries at high gross weights), rotor speed may droop below the minimum
transient power on limit due to the slow response of the Nf governor and
poor droop compensation at high power settings. Engine and rotor response
during maneuvering flight will be further investigated during Category II
testing.

ENGINE INSTALLATION

The engines in the UH-lN are located deep within the fuselage with
their centerlines well below the center of the inlet and exhaust ports
as shown in figure 2, appendix Ii. The particle separator valves shown
in figure 2, appendix II are fully open when the engines are above 52
percent Ng and are fully closed when the engines are below 52 percent
Ng (when the separator valve control is in the normally used automatic
mode). When the valves are open some of the inlet air bypasses the en-
gines and provides inertial particle separation. This type of engine
installation has several undesirable features, some of which could be
easily corrected and some of which were inherent in the basic design.
The following paragraphs discuss some of the undesirable features.

Each engine was equipped with a compressor bleed valve which was
required for stall free rapid engine acceleration. The bleed valve
operated at fll open when the engine was at idle power and moved toward
the closed position with increasing Ng until, at approximate.ly 90 percent
Ng, it was fully closed. Most aircraft engine installations with bleed
valves either duct the hot bleed air overboard or at least into the
engine bay. Figure 2 shows that in the UH-lN installation all of the
bleed air is dumped into the bottom of the inlet plenum and then into the
compressor inlet. The temperature rise due to the bleed air is appre-
ciable as shown by the time history of an Ng speed transient in figure 33,
appendix I, and from the steady state data in figure 17, appendix I. The
CIT was measured by electrically averaging the outputs of three thermo-
couples equally spaced around the compressor inlet screen. Since most of
the hot bleed air probably entered through a small section of the cylin-
drical inlet screen, one thermocouple was probably a good deal hotter than
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the average recorded CIT. The UH-lN engines spent a large percent of
their operating time in the Ng range where the bleed valves were open,
and there were no problems during the AFPE which could be associated with
this fact. Dumping hot air into a gas turbine engine inlet is theoreti-.
cally not compatible with good compressor efficiency or good compressor
stall margin, and this type of bleed valve/inlet installation should not
be used on future helicopter designs. (R 2)

The 90 degree turns the air had to negotiate in both the inlet
and exhaust ducts and the effects of the particle separator resulted in
appreciable lost power (and therefore increased fuel consumption). The
inlet pressure loss shown on figure 18, appendix I, appears to be quite
small but it actually has an appreciable effect on the installation power
loss. For example the value of Pt2/Pa of 0.992 at 100 knots for the
right engine from figure 18, appendix I, is equivalent to approximately
a 2.5 percent loss in total pressure due to the inlet duct. Based on
the data in reference 3, a 2.5 percent total pressure loss is equivalent
to approximately a 10 percent horsepower loss at a total power output
level of 600 horsepower.

Placement of the engines below the exhaust/tail pipe required that
any fuel accumulation following a missed start or system failure (or any
oil leakage) would have to flow up hill to be eliminated from the engine

g bay. Potential safety problems of this type were not investigated during
the AFPE but should be investigated. (R 29)

POWER SECTION LUBRICATION SYSTEM

The lubrication systems for the engines, gearboxes, and transmission
performed in a completely acceptable manner during the AFPE with all pres-
sures and temperatures remaining well within the cockpit indicator limits.
There were no obvious oil leaks and no magnetic chip detector indications.
The only detracting feature of the lubrication system is the basic design
of the air-oil coolers (shown below the tail pipe in figure 3). These
"radiator" type coolers are very vulnerable to ground fire and a single
hit could result in loss of all engine oil for both engines. They also
required large, noisy engine-driven blowers for their operation.

Figure 3
OIL COOLER/ENGINE

EXHAUST AREA F

OIL COOLER-oo

ENGINE OIL COOLERS
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FUEL SYSTEM

With the exception of the previously made recommendations (R 32,
R 33, R 34, R 35 and R 5) fuel system operation and fuel management were
acceptable. Simulated failures of first one and then both fuel tank
boost pumps did not interfere with normal engine operation at the highest
test pressure altitude of 15,000 ft.

Communication and Navigation Equipment Tests

The Communication and Navigation equipment listed in table III was
evaluated during the number of flights shown. The equipment marked with
an asterisk could only be operated on one or two flights because they
could only be installed after some of the special performance test instru-
mentation was removed. None of the equipment was bench tested by the
AFPE team before installation.

Table III

UH-lN COMMUNICATION AND NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT

Equipment Number of Evaluation Flights

AN/ARC-115 VHF-AM Radio Set Operational on all AFPE flights

AN/ARC-116 UHF-AM Radio Set Operational on all AFPE flights

C-6533/ARC Communication System Operational on all AFPE flights

AN/APN-171(V) Radar Altimeter Operational on all AFPE flights

AN/APX-72 Transponder Set Operational on all AFPE flights

AN/ARN-65 TACAN Navigational Set* 2 flights

AN/ARN-82 VOR Radio/Receiver Set* 2 flights

AN/ASN-43 Gyromagnetic Compass Set* 2 fiights
AN/ARC-II4 V__F-FM Radio Set* 1 flight

AN/ARC-102 HF Radio Set* 1 flight

AN/ARA-50 UHF Direction Finder System* Installed on one flight but not
operational

AN/ARN-89 Automatic Direction Finder* Installed on one flight but not
operational

R-1041/ARN Receiver, Marker Beacon* Installed but not tested
TSEC/KY-28 Communication Security Set Not available for installation

Mark XII Computer Kit-IA/TSEG Nit available for installation

AAU-21/A Altimeter Encoder Not available for installation

*This equipment could only be operated on one or two flights because it
could only be installed after some of the special performance test
instrumentation was removed.
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:COMMUNICATION RADIOS

"Four communication radio sets (AN/ARC 102, AN/ARC 114, AN/ARC 115,
and AN/ARC 1161 were qualitatively evaluated using the rating scale shown
in. table IV (extracted from reference 5).

"Table: V summarizes all of the qualitative evaluations made of the
commuhication radios' reception.

The AN/ARC-114 VHF-FM radio was the only set which did not have
acceptable reception qualities. Its deficiencies should be further
investigated and corrected. Poor reception on 255.9 MHz with the
AN/ARC-116 UHF-AM set occurred during a conversation with Carswell AFB
approach control, and may have been caused by a problem with their radio,
since the UHF-AM set on the test aircraft worked very well on all the
other frequencies tested. The limited evaluation of the UHF-AM, VHF-AM,
and HF radio sets indicated that they are functionally adequate but are
awkward to use. (R 37, R 36)

C-6533/ARC COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS(" INTERCOM")

The intercom system was used throughout the AFPE in conjunction
with normal radio communications and communication between the pilots
and test engineers. The intercom system was satisfactory except for some
minor but annoying interference from the TACAN set. Whenever the TACAN
DME was not locked-on a station, a buzzing noise could be heard on the
intercom sets. The buzzing continued until either the TACAN locked-on
a station, or its power was shut off. The TACAN interference should be
corrected. (R 38)

AN/APN-1l1 (V) RADAR ALTIMETER

The accuracy of the radar altimeter was checked while operating
with the skids on the ground, during a tethered hover test and during
flight past a tower of known height above the ground. The results of
these tests are listed in table VI.

The radar altimeter maintained ground track throughout climbs from
ground level to above its maximum scale marking of 5,000 feet and always
reacquired ground track on descents through 5,000 feet. The push-to-test
function and the low altitude warning light system functioned satisfac-
torily. The radar altimeter accuracy and operation were acceptable.

AN/APX-72 TRANSPONDER SET

The transponder was functionally checked with Dallas-Fort Worth
approach control from a slant range of approximately 30 nautical miles
at an indicated pressure altitude of 3,000 feet. Dallas-Fort Worth
approach control reported that they received the transponder identifica-
tion satisfactorily.
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Table IV

_______ Audio.QUALITATIVE COMMUNICATION EVALUATION SCALES

.. .. Readabil ' •strength Of Signal

-Ratig Rating

MmNibe-r Explanation Number Explanation

] 1 Unreadable 1 Faint to very weak

2 Barely readable, occasional 2 Weak to fair
words missing,

3 Rdcd~ble but occasionally 3 Fair to good
"di fficult

4 Readable with no difficulty 4 Good to moderately strong

5 Perfectly readable 5 Strong to extremely strong

Table V

SUMMARY OF COMMUNICATION RADIO RECEPTION TESTS

•'• IndicatedTest Pressure Appro-imate Qualitative Ratings

A Frequency Altitude Slant Range Audio Strength

Radio Set (MHz) (ft) (NM) Readability of Signal

AN/ARC-115 121.i i10,000 29 5. 5
VHF-AM 126.2 10,000 71 5 5

126.8 10,000 71 5 5

148.8 2,000 16 5 5

AN/ARC-116 236.6 10,000 19 5 5
UHF-AM 250.2 4,000 7 5 5

255.9 2,000 10 2 4

288.1 6,000 17 5 5
288.1 2,000 18 5 5

320.1 10,000 71 5 5

379.9 10,009 71 5 5

AN/ARC-f14 34.1 6,700 18 4 1

46.65 6,700 le 3 4

AN/ARC-102 11.176* 6,000 Scott AFB 4 4
HF Illinois

2.312* 3,000 7 4 4

8.180* 3,000 7 4 4

20.425* 2,000 7 4 4

8.180** 3,000 7 4 4

8.180*** 3,000 7 4 4

* Upper side band

• * Lower side band

AM
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Table VI

RADAR ALTIMETER ACCURACY TESTS

Radar Altimeter
True Altitude Indicated Altitude Error
Above Ground on Pilot's Indicator Error Limit*

(ft) (ft) (ft) (ft)

0 0 0

60 63 3 6.8

1,550 1,600 50 51.6

*Reference NAVAIR 16-30APN-171-1, Handbook Operating Instructions
for Electronic Altimeter Set, AN/APN-171(V)-I, dated 15 Oct 1968.

AN/ARN-65 TACAN

The results of the maximum slant range test shown in table VII were
satisfactory with respect to both range and DME accuracy at maximum range.
The channel identification portion of the TACAN set was satisfactory for
all channels tested.

The results of the TACAN bearing and DME test shown in table VIII
indicated that the DME error was within limits, but the bearing error
exceeded the +1 degree limits listed in reference 6 by as muci. as 5
degrees. Bearing inaccuracies of the TACAN system should be co.:rected.
(R 39)

41

AN/ARN-82 VOR

The VOR station identification reception was satisfactory for all
stations tested. The VOR bearing tests are summarized in table IX.

The VOR bearing errors were too large. It appeared that when the
station is to the right of the aircraft (a relative bearing of 90
degrees) both VOR and the TACAN had the largest bearing errors. VOR
accuracy should be improved. (R 40)

A~iARA-50 UHF DIRECTION FiNDER

Stations could be identified with the UHF radio, but the system
would not properly operate the heading indicator needles and, therefore,
the direction finder was not tested. The cause of the problem was not
investigated during the AFPE.

AN/ARN-89 AUTOMATIC DIRECTION FINDER

The AN/ARN-89 could also be tuned to radio beacons but co':ld not
be made to operate the heading indicator and therefore was not tested.
The cause of the problem was not investigated during the AFPE.
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Table VII

TACAN MAXIMUM SLANT RANGE TESTS

Maximum Slant Range (NM)

Outbound Inbound 85 Percent

TACAN Actual Actual- Theoretic Radio
Altitude Channel Bearing TACAN Bearing TACAN Horizon

(ft) No. Unlock DME Lock-On DME (NM)

2,200 (AGL)* 100 58 57 49

2,000 (AGL)* 100 60 59 46

7,000 (Hpic) 27 97 97.5 86

* From Radar Altimeter

Table VIII

TACAN BEARING AND DME TESTS

TACAN Slant A DME TACAN Bearing Error*

Channel Range Hpic Error*
No. (NM) (ft) (NM) 0** 90** 180** 270**

124 43 5,000 -0.5 -i1 -6 -1 1

78 26.5 5,000 0 3 -4 3 2

27 97 7,000 -0.5 -1 -i 4

* Actual - Indicated

** Approximate relative bearing of test aircraft to the TACAN
Station.

Table IX

VOR BEARING TESTS

Slant Alt VOR Bearing Error*
VOR Hlant____ (dej g)__

Frequency Range H'ic I(MHz) (NM) (ft) 0** 90** 180** 270**

117.0 9.1 5,000 3 -5 5 3

114.6 54 5,000 3 -4 2 3

108.8 16 5,000 -1 -8 2 2

*Actual - Indicated

**Approximate relative bearing of the test aircraft to
the VOR station.
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AN/ASN-43 GYROMAGNETIC COMPASS

No specific tests of the gyromagnetic compass were conducted, but
it operated satisfactorily when used in conjunction with the TACAN and
VOR tests.

Electrical System

The primary dc electrical system was powered by two starter gen-
erators, one mounted on each engine. Alternating current power was
supplied by two inverters; the "main" inverter supplied all essential ac
power and the other inverter powered only the UHF DF and the radar altim-
eter.

Simulated failures of first one generator and then of the main
inverter were conducted to evaluate the ability of the remaining gen-
erator and inverter to provide full electrical services. The electrical
load configuration of the test aircraft consisted of all the previously
listed communication and navigation equipment, all production instruments
and all lights except the search light (which couldn't be installed be-
cause of the test nose boom).

After shutting off one generator the entire electrical load except
the AN/ARA-50 UHF direction finder was carried by the other generator.
Shutting off the main inverter and switching to the standby inverter
provided power for all ac equipment except the radar altimeter and the
AN/AR•2-50 UHF direction finder as was explained in the Flight Manual.
Electrical system performance on one generator and the standby inverter
was satisfactory at the power loads tested (i.e., without the search
light, the hoist kit, armament systems, etc.).

Airframe/Maintenance

Inspection of the compressor inlet screen for damage or foreign
objects required the removal of one side of the inlet plenum (figure 2,
appendix II). The engine cowling was easily opened with two quick re-
lease fasteners to expose the plenum. However, removing the side of the
plenum was too time consuming because it required the removal of 25 screws
per engine. An easily removable panel should be added to one side of the
plenum to permit rapid inspection of the compressor inlet screen. (R 30)

Push-in type fire access doors (for fire extinguisher nozzles) were
provided for the forward part of the engine bay on production aircraft
but not for the rear bay (aft of the firewall). Push-in type access
doors should be added for the aft part of the engine bay. (R 41)

Push-in type steps were provided in the sides of the aircraft below
the engines. There were no accessible hand holds to use with these steps
except the engine firewall which had sharp edges and was not strong
enough. Suitable hand holds should be provided for use with the steps.
(R 42)

The 100 percent Ng governor adjustments were made by the airframe
contractor using the pilot panel (production) Ng tachometer. The
pilot Ng tachometer read 0.85 percent below the calibrated photopanel
Ng tachometer at the maximum obtainable (governed) compressor speed.
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This resulted in the unintentional repeated overspeeding of the number
one engine during the AFPE. When the number one engine was at topping
power ,(Ng governed), the pilot panel Ng tachometer read 100.5 percent
(38,.?90. rpm) which-is within limits, while the calibrated tachometerread 101.35 percent (38,(-14 rpm) which is above the 10 second overspeed

limit of 38j500 rpm. After this problem was detected the number one
e~gin e was manually kept below 99.2 percent indicated Ng for the last
few. AFPE flights. Repeated Ng overspeeds could occur on production air-
craft before detection or corrective action, The Ng governor settings

shouldbe made after the engines are installed by using a calibrated
-tachometer and the pilot panel tachometer should be adjusted to read

1i00.0 percent Ng when the engines are actually at 100.0 percent Ng. (This
-procedure is routinely used for jet engines in USAP aircraft during engine
field maintenance.) (R 31)

-The ignition wiring harness and other miscellaneous wires were poorly
SSupported.and loosely clamped in the engine bay area. The iqnition har-
o-ness was chafing on the engine fuel nozzle fuel lines. The quality con-
-trol of electrical wire clamping in the engine bay area should be improved.
(Ru43)

The majority of the maintenance performed during the AFPE was accom-
f plished by the night shift and was not witnessed by the AFPE test team.

The following four maintenance actions were the only significant mainte-
nance performed during the 24'.5 flying hours of the AFPE:

a) replaced number two engine fuel control

b) installed improved design flight contxol hydraulic actuators

C) replaced one of the new actuators after three flights due to a
hydraulic leak (not related to the improvement)

d) replaced magnetic brake in the flight control trim system

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Hovering Performance

In-ground effect (IGE) and out-of-ground effect (OGE) hovering per--
formance data were obtained by the tethered technique. Tethered hovering
was accomplished at 4- and 60-foot skid heights in less than 3 knots of
wind. Constant rotor s:peeds of 311 and 324 rpm were used in order to
obtain the maximum thrust coefficient range. Table X compares the
tethered hover test results With the estimated data contained in the
Flight Manual. Figures 1 and 2, appendix I, present the nondimensional
hovering performance.

Test results showed that the power required to hover was signifi-cantly less than predicted. The test power required for hover in ground

effect was calculated to be approximately 15 percent less than that shown
in the Flight Manual, and out-of-ground effect test power required was
calculated to be approximately 10 percent less. This apparent increase
in efficiency may nave been due to the new main and tail rotor blade
designs.
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Table X

POWER REQUIRED TO HOVER SUMMARY

Condition Total Output

Sýjd Gross Densitv Shaft Horsepower I

Height Weight Altituae FAT Rotor Flight
(ft) (lb) (ft) (deg C) rpm Manual Test

4 10,000 SL 15 324 995 853

4 10,000 SL 39.5 324 995 863

4 8,000 SL 1.5 324 775 646

4 8"000. SL 39.5 324 775 657

60 10,000 SL 15 324 1235 1106

60 10,000 SL r 39.5 324 1235 T 1124

lComputed from nondimensional test data.

Recirculation or reingestion of exhaust gases while in-ground effect
hovering was investigated. No degradation of power was apparent, and no
compressor inlet temperature rise was observed within a four-minute time
period.

Climb Performance

A continuous climb to the service ceiling was conducted at a start
climb gross weight of 9,920 pounds and a main rotor speed of 312 rpm.
Another climb was made at a start climb gross weight of 8,480 pounds and
a main rotor speed of 308 rpm. This second climb was terminated at
15,000 feet due to an altitude envelope limitation in effect at the time
of the test. Each cf the climbs was accomplished at maximum continuous
power (88 percent torque) until 100 percent Ng was reached, thereafter
100 percent N was maintained. Figures 3 and 4, appendix I, present
the climb peryormance.

Although test day temperatures exceeded standard day values, test
rates of climb exceeded the estintated rates shown in the retail Specifi-
cation (reference 2) for a standard day. The tests also indicated that
the service ceiling could exceed that shown in the Detail Specification.
The 8,500 pound service ceiling could not be reached due to the 15,000
foot limitation.

Level Flight Performance

Level flight tests were conducted to determine power required and
specific range (nautical air miles per pound of fuel) as functions of
true airspeed, altitude and gross weight. The constant GW/o method was
utilized so that the level flight performance could be evaluated at the
operational rotor speed. All tests were conducted with no external
stores and the main cabin doors closed. At the time these tests were
conducted, the aircraft was not cleared for flight with externally
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mounted rocket pods. The internal arrangement of the test instrumentation
precluded flight with the main cabin doors open or with the pintle mounted
armament. Therefore, level flight tests were aot conducted with these
configurations. Figures 5 through 10, appendix I, present the level
flight performance.

The test conditions for maximum range and maximum endurance were
compa-ed with the estimated data contained in the Flight Manual. These
comparisons are presented in table XI. Comparison of test results with
the estimated data contained in the Flight Manual indicated a substantial
increase in fuel flow at the lower gross weight and altitude combinations.
In analyzing this increased fuel consumption, it was found that at the
lighter gross weight and low altitude combinations, the gas generator
(Ng) was at or below 90 percent rpm. As discussed in the engine instal-
lation section of this report, the compressor air bleed valve started to
open as Ng decreased toward 90 percent rpm. Somewhere below 90 percent
rpm this valve became fully open. One factor affecting increased fuel
flow was the air bleeding from the compressor section itself. A second
factor was that this hot bleed air was introduced into the engine air
hntake plenum chamber and was reingested into the engine, causing an in-
crease in compressor inlet temperature (CIT). Figures 17 and 19, appen-
dix I, illustrate this situation. For the level flight data shown in
figure 9, appendix I (also shown as condition number 4; table XI) Ng did
not fall low enough to cause a significant rise in CIT. This data showed
that when the bleed air valve was fully closed, the cruise NAMPP was 16
percent better than estimated, and the maximum endurance fuel flow was
very close to the Flight Manual estimate.

Under the limited conditions tested, wi~h the bleed valve open (at
lighter gross weight - lower altitude combinations), range was as much
as 13 percent less than predicted, and loiter time was as much as 30
percent less than predicted. A study should be made to determine the
feasibility of ducting the compressor bleed air overboard to avoid re-
ingestion of hot bleed air. (R 2)

It would appear to be advantageous to shut one power section down
whenever possible for long range cruise and loiter when at a lightweight
low altitude condition. This would allow the operating engine to operate
at an Ng high enough for the compressor air bleed valve to remair closed,
thus giving improved specific fuel consumption. Increased range and
loiter time should result.

Table XI

LEVEL FLIGHT PERFORMAk1CE SUMMARY

R8 ecommoended Cruire Maximum EnduranceS, Fuel Flow

Po esauro Rotor TAS (kt) N AMvPP TAS (kt) (lb/hr)
conidition WI t Altitude FAT Speed Flight Flight Flight Flight.1" fil)• (ft) (deq C1 (rpm) I 4•.-.al Testl Manual TestI Manual Test Manual Test

1 7,110 7.170 ! 13 " 116 :Z: 0.231 0.200 65 63 350 457
S0T0 5,230 17 11 14 I15 116 1 0.203 0.102 65 65 410 492

9.250 5,420 17 315 H5 121 3.195 0.190 66 67 430 523
E-

4 9, vo 10,000 0.5 314 8 10. 0.166 0.193 67.5 70 470 473

5 9,600 11,610 6.1 314 - 10- 0.180 65 - 489

"For conditions 1, 2 and 4 roeorvanded z-ruipe speed xs ba.oed oA the faster speed for 99 percent maximem NA.9PP;
for conditions 3 and 5 recommandnd cyuise speed is definod ry %'•.E
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The level flight performance will be fully investigated for a wide
range of advancing rotor blade tip Mach numbers, gross weights and alti-
tudes during Category II testing. Single engine operation performance
will also be fully investigated as will the effects of various external
armament configurations.

Engine Performance

Test data indicated that engine installation/accessory power losses
Saveraged from 125 shaft horsepower at a referred Ng of 33,000 rpm (86.6

percent) to 230 shaft horsepower at a referred Ng of 37,000 rpm (97.1
percent). Figure 13, appendix I, presents this data. These losses were
as much az five times greater than those in previous UH-l series heli-

A copters'. Under single engine or high altitude operating conditions, the
installation/accessory losses will limit the performance potential of
the aircraft. These installation/accessory losses should be reduced.
(R 3)

FLYING QUALITIES ANALYSIS

Control System Mechanical Characteristics

Tests were conducted to determine the artificial feel system char-
acteristics. These tests were conducted on the ground with the aircraft
electrical and hydraulic systems activated, the control power boost sys-
tem on and the rotors stationary. Full control throws were measured in
the cockpit at the copilot's station. Control positions for the force-
versus-position plots were read front calibrated gages (reading in per-
cent of full throw) installed outboard of the copilot's panel. Force

measurements were made using a calibrated hand-held force gauge. A
summary of the force-versus-position tests is presented in table XII.

Table XII

SUMMARY OF CONTROL SYSTEM MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Breakout Forces (Ibs)

MIL-H-8501A Limit Forces (ibs) Freeplay

Control AFPE Tests Min Max AFPE Tests MIL-H-8501A (measured)

Fore Aft Fore Aft
Longitudinal Cyclic 1,35 1.80 0.5 1.5 10 14.4 8.0 None

Left Right Left Right
Lateral Cyclic 1.10 1.80 0.5 1.5 7.15 5.7 7.0 None

Left Right Left Right
Directional 2.40 2.80 3.0 7.0 23.2 23.6 15.0 None

Up Down Up Down
Collective 5.70 2.80 1.0 3.0 19.0 8.1 7.0 None
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Full longitudinal cyclic control travel at the control grip was
found by measurement to be 12.7 inches. The aft breakout force including
friction (1,.8 pounds), the push force at the forward limit (10.0 pounds)
and the pull force at the aft limit (14.4 pounds) were all in excess of
the applicable limits of reference 7, MIL-H-8501A, (1.5 pounds for the
breakout force and 8.0 pounds for the limit forces). The gradient for
the first inch of travel in the aft direction (0.9 pounds/inch) from a
trim point at neutral (50 percent of full travel) was less than the gra-
dient for the remaining aft travel (2.2 pounds/inch). This does not com-
ply with MIL-H-8501A. The gradient characteristics were not identical
for the fore and aft directions of motion. The longitudinal control ex-
hibited positive centering characteristics (within one percent of absolute
centering). The artificial feel system hysteresis bands fore and aft were
similar, having an average value of 1.65 pounds. None of the deviations
from MIL-H-8501A mentioned above were significant factors in degrading
the piloting task. The longitudinal control force--versus-position char-
acteristics were considered acceptable, and did not reduce the mission
suitability of the aircraft. Figure 34, appendix I, presents the results
of the longitudinal control force-versus-position tests.

Full lateral control travel at the control grip was determined by
measurement to be 11.95 inches. The lateral cyclic control motion ex-
hibited positive centering characteristics. The hysteresis bands were
asymmetric, being about 0.9 pounds for motion to the right of a trim
point at neutral (50 percent of full travel), and approximately 1.6 pounds
for motion to the left of the same trim point. This asymmetry did not
comply with MIL-H-8501A requirements. This asynimetry did not perceptibly
degrade the aircraft flying qualities. All other breakout forces, limit
forces and gradient characteristics complied with MIL-H-8501A specifica-
tions. The lateral control foice-versus-position characteristics of the
UH-lN were acceptable, and did not reduce aircraft mission suitability.
Figure 35, appendix I, presents the results of the lateral control force-
versus-position tests.

Pedal travel from full left pedal to full right pedal was determined
by measurement to be 5.30 inches. The directional control breakout
forces were not within MIL-H-8501A requirements (table XII). The direc-
tional control force gradient was approximately linear and was nearly
symmetric about the trim point. The average friction force was about
3.0 pounds, and the average gradient was ibout 8.0 pounds/inch. The
directional control exhibited positive centering characteristics. The
limit directional control forces were nearly 24.0 pounds, well in excess
of tI'e MIL-H-8501A limit of 15.0 pounds. The forces were high, but not
so high as to degrade aircraft mission suitability. The directional
control force--versus-position characteristics were acceptable. Figure
36, appendix I, presents the results of the directional control force-
versus-position tests.

The slant travel of the collcctive control level (measured at a
point between the throttle twist grips) was 10.0 inches. The collective
control exhibited no tendency to creep after being set. From a trim
position at full down, the collective contrcl breakout force including
friction forces was about six pounds, and the limit force at full up
collective was about 19 pounds. From a trim position at full up col-
lective, the limit force at full down collective was approximately eight
pounds. All of the forces mentioned above were in excess of the MIL-H-
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8501A limits of three pounds breakout force, including friction, and
seven pounds limit force at full up or full down collective position.
The collective force-versus-position characteristics were not detrimental
to the mission suitability of the aircraft. On several occasions it was
noted that it required more force to move the collective the last few
inches to full down than had been required to reduce collective through
the mid-range of collective travel. The negative force-versus-position
gradient encountered when moving the collective down from about six inches
from full down to about three inches from full down, followed by a posi-
tive gradient from three inches from full down to full down probably
accounted for the observation (figure 37, appendix I). Although MIL-H-
8501A makes no stipulations concerning the force-versus-position gradient
for the collective control, the negative force-versus-position gradient
encountered when lowering collective from about six to about three inches
should be eliminated. If this is not done, it should be noted in the
Flight Manual that the negative gradient exists, and additional force
must be applied to insure lowering the collective the last two inches
for full down. (R 44)

Longitudinal Speed Stability

The aircraft apparent longitudinal speed stability, as evidenced by
the variation of longitudinal cyclic control position with changes in
airspeed at a fixed collective control setting, was investigated for the
conditions listed in table XIII. For the conditions investigated, the
aircraft exhibited positive longitudinal speed stability in a climb at
both forward and aft cg locations. During level flight the forward cg
location exhibited positive longitudinal speed stability for all speeds
tested. There was a reduction in the degree of longitudinal speed sta-bility as airspeed increased, but the gradient remained positive (more
forward stick for increased airspeed). During level flight tests at an

Table XIII

LONGITUDINAL SPEED STABILITY TEST CONDITIONS

Average Average Trim Airspeed Rotor

Flight Density Altitude Gross Weight Airspeed Range cg SpeedCondition (ft) ( ) (ECAS) (KCAS) Location (rpm)

Climb 5,000 9,600 58 42-77 132.3 (Mid) 314
Climb 5,000 9,400 57 40-78 143.1 (Aft) 314
Level Fligh: 5,000 7,800 91 76-104 141.5 (Aft) 314

SLevel Flight 5,000 7,800 116 92-116 141.5 (Aft) 314
Level Flight 5,000 7,800 57 33-78 141.5 (Aft) 314
Level Flight 5,000 8,900 57 39-77 134.8 (Fwd) 314
Level Flight 5,000 8,900 93 74-103 134.8 (Fwd) 314
Level Flight 5,000 8,900 102 83-102 134.8 (Fwd) 314
Autorotation 5,000 8,250 68 46-87 138.4 (Mid) 335*

Autorotation 5,000 9,000 65 44-79 142.0 (Aft) 335*
Autorotatior. 5,000 9,450 65 44-84 131.8 (Fd) 339*

*Rotor rpm at trim airspeed, permitted to vary durinq tests.
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aft cg location the aircraft exhibited essentially neutral longitudinal
speed stability for all airspeeds tested. This was not objectionable,
because, although the gradient was neutral, the initial stick movement
to-change trim airspeed was still in the usual direction (forward stick
-to increase airspeed; aft stick to decrease airspeed). Longitudinal
speed stability in autorotation was investigated at forward, mid and
aft cg locations. All conditions tested exhibited p6sitive longitudinil
speed stability for reductions in airspeed from a trim point at approxi- I
mately 65 KCAS. For increases in airspeed from this trim point, the
gradient for the mid cg condition was slightly positive, while the for-
ward and aft cg conditions yielded essentially neutral gradients. In
autorotation, as in level flight with an aft cg location, the initial
stick displacements were in a congruent s',nse, and the essentially neu-
tral longitudinal speed stability was not objectionable. The overall
longitudinal speed stability characteristics were good, and did not re-
duce aircraft mission suitability. Figures 38 and 39, appendix I, pre-
sent the results of the longitudinal speed stability tests.

Static Directional Stability

Tests were conducted to evaluate the aircraft static directional
stability and apparent dihedral effect as indicated by the variations
in control positions with changes in steady-state sideslip angles. The
aircraft was trimmed in stabilized level flight at the desired airspred
and zero sideslip angle. Steady-state sideslips were then generated
using directional and cyclic control while maintaining constant airspeed
and fixed collective setting. Angles of pitch and roll were read from
the copilot's attitude indicator, an uncalibrated production instrument.
These angles should, therefore, be regarded as indicative of trends only.
Table XIV summarizes the static directional stability test conditions.

The gradient of pedal position versus sideslip angle was positive
(more right pedal for more left sideslip; more left pedal for more right
sideslip), and essentially linear for all conditions tested, indicating
adequate and predictable directional stability characteristics. At an
airspeed of about 53 KCAS, both the forward and the aft cg conditions
exhibited strong effective dihedral for right sideslips, and a weaker,
but still positive, effective dihedral for left sideslips. At higher
airspeeds (about 105 KCAS for the forward cg condition and 116 KCAS
for the aft cg condition), both the forward and aft cg conditions ex-

Table XIV

STATIC DIRECTIONAL STABILITY TEST CONDITIONS

Average Average Trim Rotor cg
Density Altitude Gross Weight Airspeed Speed Location

.(ft) (ib) (KCAS) (rpm) (inches)
5,000 9,500 52.5 314 134.5 (Fwd)
5,000 9,500 104.5 314 134.5 (Fwd)

5,000 8,150 52.5 314 142.9 (Aft)

5,000 8,150 115.5 314 142.9 (Aft)
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hibited reduced positive effective dihedral, with the aft cg condition
showing very weak positive dihedral effect for either right or left
sideslips. The overall static directional stability and apparent dihedral
effect were satisfactory. Figures 40 through 43, appendix I, present the

SIS results of the static directional stability tests.

SI i Sideward and Rearward Flight

Sideward and rearward flight tests were condicted at an average
SI,' gross weight of 9,900 pounds, a rotor speed of 314 rpm, a density alti-

tu;,e of 1,600 feet (approximately 15 feet skid height in ground effect)
II and both forward and aft center of gravity locations. The aircraft was

trimmed in hover (IGE), then flown to the left and to the right at

several trim airspeeds up to and including the required demonstration
limits. A calibrated pace car was used to insure accurate speed deter-F 1mination.

Sideward and rearward flight at a forward cg were accomplished

smoothly. Aft longitudinal control was required for flight both to the
left and to the right. Pedal position, lateral cyclic and collective
control positions exhibited smooth positive control gradients. Control
authority was adequate throughout the envelope tested. Sideward and
rearward flight at a full aft cg location was attempted, but winds of
8 knots precluded presentation of accurate control position data. Flight
laterally and to the rear with a full aft cg location was possible at
speeds up to and including the required limits f 35 KTAS laterally and
i30 KTAS rearward with adequate control. remainii about all axes. It was

noted that upon turning to the right to recover from rearward flight at
30 KTAS (with a full aft cg location) a large pitch up moment was exper-
ienced, requiring an abrupt forward input to the longitudinal cyclic con-!•,trol that nearly reachied, the11 fo.n:;ard Cyclic limit. This condition was not
noted when turning to the right from rearward flight at 30 KTAS with a

full forward cg location. Figures 44 and 45, appendix I, present the
results of the sideward and rearward flight tests.

Control Power

Tests were conducted to investigate control power. With the air-
craft stabilized at the desired test conditions, step control inputs of
approximately one inch magnitude were introduced to generate aircraft
response about the axis of interest. All other controls were held fixed
in their trim positions while the aircraft responded. The control input
was maintained until the ensuing motion stabilized or until corrective
action was necessary. Table XV presents the test trim conditions for the
control power tests.

For the hovering (OGE) trim condition, response coupling among the
pitch, roll and yaw axes was evident, but mild. Forward longitudinalJ
steps at a forward cg condition resulted in nose up divergence at a moderate
rate. The aircraft was at all times readily controlled, and exhibited
no unusual or dangerous characteristics in response to step control in-
puts in OGE hover.

For the trim condition in level flight at or near Vmax, an aft step

input while at a forward cg condition resulted in nose up divergence at a

controllable rate. For the same cg location and trim airspeed, a right
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Table XV

CONTROL POWER TEST CONDITIONS

Average Average Trim Rotor cg
Density Altitude Gross Weight Airspeed Speed Location

(ft) (lb) (KCAS) (rpm) (inches)
2,000 9,700 Hover (OGE) 314 133.0 (Fwd)
2,000 9,700 Hover (OGE) 314 133.0 (Fwd)

5,000 8,950 117.5 314 133.1 (Fwd)

5,000 8-,100 125.0 314 142.5 (Aft)

directional step of about one half inch magnitude caused an immediate-
and rapid nose down pitch rate, necessitating recovery approximately
two seconds after the step input. The right directional step at an aft
cg condition resulted in a much milder nose down response.

In both hover and forward flight the aircraft responded to step
control inputs with only a very slight lag between control movement and

Sthe initiation of aircraft response. The aircraft response was good,
and built up smoothly. Control power characteristics of the aircraft
were acceptable.

While in full autorotation, three hundred and sixty degree coordi-
nated turns were executed to the left and to the right. The aircraft
had ample control to execute the turns and exhibited good handling qual-
ities during this test. Test conditions were as follows: autorotative
flight, 58 KCAS airsopeed 324 rpm rotor speed, 9,700 pounds gross weight,
5,000 foot average density altitude, and 133.7 inches (FWD) cg location.

Dynamic Stability

The dynamic response characteristics of the test aircraft werequalitatively evaluated using pulse control inputs to simulate external

disturbances. With the aircraft stabilized at the desired trim condi-
tions, the control of interest was rapidly displaced about one inch
from trim, held there for approximately one-half second, then rapidly

returned to the original trim position. All other controls were held
in their trim position during the input, and following the input all
controls were held in their trim positions until the aircraft motion
stabilized or until corrective acticn was necessary. Table XVI presents
the trim conditions evaluated.

For the OGE hover trim condition, the forward cg condition exhibited
moderate responses for all pulse inputs. With an aft cg location, an
aft longitudinal pulse in hover produced a noseup pitch divergence with-
in one cycle. The rate of divergence was rapid, but controllable. The
forward flight dynamic response tests produced one observed divergence;
a nose down divergence from a forward longitudinal pulse with a forward
cg location. None of the observed reactions to a pulse input were ex-
treme, and, except for the examples noted, aircraft response to simu-
lated external disturbances was moderate.
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Table XVI

DYI'AMIC STABILITY TEST CONDITIONS "

1-2rage Average Rotor cg Test
Flight Gross Weight Density Altitude Speed Location Airspeed

Condition (ib) (ft) (rpm) (inches) (KCAS)

Hover 9,700 2, ,0 314 133.0 (Fwd) -

Hover 7,700 -2,600-- 314 141.7,(Aft) -

Climb* 9,500 5,000 314 132.5 (Fwd) 58

Climb* 9,500 5,000 314 143.3 (Aft) 58

Level Flight 9,000 5,000 314 133.1 (Fwd) 104.5

Level Flight 8,100 5,000 114 142.9 (Aft)1 105

*Only longitudinal pulse inputs were evaluated here.

Dynamic response to a simulated external disturbance while in a
climb was also evaluated. The aircraft did not exhibit the abrupt pitch
divergence in a climb at Vmax R/C that characterized some earlier-UH-I
series helicopters. Pulse inputs in a climb resulted in convergent,
lightly damped oscillations.

The long period dynamic stability (phugoid motion) of the test air-
craft was investigated at 5,000 feet density altitude, a rotor speed of
314 rpm and trim airspeeds of 58 KCAS and 112 KCAS for each condition.
For all conditions tested the aircraft long period response was moderate,
damped within four cycles and exhibited a period of 32 to 38 seconds per
cycle. Gross weights and cg locations were as follows: 7,800 pounds
gross weight with a cg location at 141.5 inches (AFT), and 9,500 pounds
gross weight with a cg location at 134.6 inches (FWD).

The dynamic response characteristics of the UH-lN were acceptable.

Single and dual engine throttle chops were performed at the alti-
tudes and power conditions presented in table II, appendix I. Upon
sudden loss of power, the aircraft yawed left, rolled right and pitched
(up for slow airspeeds and down for high airspeeds). Entries into auto-
rotation and partial power descents could be made safely for both gradual
and rapid power reduction.

Maneuvering Flight

Maneuvering flight characteristics of the test aircraft were
evaluated in constant power, constant airspeed coordinated (windup)
turns, and in pull ups from level flight and a shallow dive. These
tests were conducted at about 5,000 feet density altitude, an initial
rotor speed of 314 rpm, and a trim airspeed of about 105 KCAS.

At a gross weight of 9,300 pounds with a cg location of 134.7
inches (FWD), it was possible to pull 0.8 maximum load limit (1.92 g's)
"in coordinated turns, symmetric pullups from a shallow dive and turning
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`4
pullups from a shallow dive. No collective ccntrol was used for this
test series, and ample coi~crol was available to pull high g-loads, de-
pending on the magnitude of control displacement and the rate of control
displacement the pilot was willing to allow. No significant differences
were noted among left, right and symmetric maneuvers, although it was
noted that the aircraft tended to "pull it's own g's" in right turns,
but not in left turns.

The maneuvering flight tests were repeated at 8,000 pounds gross
weight with a cg location of 142.5 inches (AFT). Maximum normal load
factor observed was 2.3 g's in windup turns using no collective control
input. The aft cg condition was more difficult to control in windup
turns than was the forward cg condition. No significant differences
were noted among left, right and symmetric maneuvers.

For both the forward and aft cg conditions the aircraft handled
well in all maneuvering flight tests. The Cooper-Harper rating for
maneuvering flight was 2.-

CONCLUSIONS and

RECOMMENDATIONS
The flying qualities of the UH-lN were generally satisfactory with

the flight control hydraulic boost system on. In nearly all cases they
were improved over other UH-l series helicopters. Directional control
in particular was a marked improvement. The only deficiencies found in
the flying qualities were unacceptably high flight control forces in the
boost off condition which rendered the helicopter unacceptable with the
present system, and the inability to consistently trim out control forces
in the longitudinal and lateral control systems.

Hover and climb performance met or exceeded the predicted values
presented in the Flight Manual and Detail Specification for the condi-
tions tested. The maximum speeds of the level flight envelope were also
easily attained for all conditions tested. Higher than predicted fuel
flow occurred under certain operating conditions. This was attributed
to the use of a compressor air bleed valve to prevent compressor s.all
and the dumping of this hot bleed air into the engine air intake. The
increased fuel flow resulted in a maximum decrease in NAMPP of 13 percent
and a maximum decrease in loiter time of 30 percent at the recommended
airspeeds. At power settings where this air bleed valve was closed the
fuel flow was less than predicted, and increased NAMPP at the recommended
cruise airspeed was noted. The maximum increase in NAMPP was 16 percent
when compared'to the predicted value.

Engin,, power control was generally satisfactory. Torque matching
was satisfactory, and power response was excellent. The engines typi-
cally reached 90 percent of required torque within two to three second
after medium to large power demands. The rotor droop compensation system
worked well for collective transients in the engine medium power range,
but was inadequate for large transients to high or low engine power.
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F
Engine and flight instrumentation was found to be generally adequate

with a few relatively minor exceptions. The installed avionics were
functionally adequate but awkward to use, especially with just one pilot.
The VOR" and TACAN. Bearing Distance Heading Indicator (ID-1I03) exhibited
errors up to 8 degrees in the 90 degree relative bearing azimuth.

The following is a safety of flight discrepancy and its correction is mandatory.

Flight with the control hydraulic boost system off required intense
pilct effort to maintain control of the aircraft. It was impossible to
accomplish consistent safe running landings with the boost off. A
Cooper-Harper rating of 9 was given to boost off flight.

1. The UH-IN should not be' accepted into the AiT Force•Anventory
until the flight characteristics with the flight control hydraulic
boost system off have been improved and anotheroAir Force evalua-
tion has been accomplished (page 8).

The following are major discrepancies and warrant immediate action.

The UH-lN and other helicopter free turbine engines spend a large
percentage of their level flight operating time at medium power settings.
In the case of the UH-lN, compressor air bleed valves were open at medium
power settings, and the hot bleed air was dumped into the engine air
"intake plenum chamber. The compressor air bleed and reingestion of hot
air when the bleed valve was open resulted in high fuel consumption which
reduced range and loiter time potential at low gross weights and/or low
altitude conditions. There were no subsystem problems that were attri-
buted to the bleed air valve being open, however, dumping hot air into
a gas turbine engine inlet is not theoretically compatible with good
compressor efficiency or good compressor stall margin.

2. A study should be made to determine the feasibility of ducting the
compressor bleed air overboard to avoid reingestion of the hot
bleed air, and this type of compressor air bleed valve/inlet in-
stallation should not be used in future helicopter designs (pages
15 and 24).

Test data indicated that engine installation/accessory power losses
averaged from 125 shaft horsepower to 230 shaft horsepower. Under single
engine or high altitude operating conditions, the installation/accassory
losses will limit the performance potential of the aircraft.

3. These installation/accessory losses should be reduced (page 25).

One of four engine shutdowns initiated with the fuel shutoff valve
produced an ITT and Ng time history suggestive of an incomplete closure
of the shutoff valve.

4. This potential problem should be investigated and corrective action
taken, if required, to insure consistent positive fuel shutoffs
by the fuel valve when initiated by either the fire handle or the
fuel shutoff switch (page 10).
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In flight engine shutdowns and airstarts of the number two engineproduced heavy smoke (with an oil odor) in the cockpit.

5. Smoke in the cockpit during inflight engine shutdowns and airstarts
should be corrected and a description of the smoke problem should
be included in the Flight Manual and maintenance manuals until the
smoke problem is eliminated (page 10).

A fuel control malfunction caused one engine to flameout in flight
and prevented airstarting in the automatic fuel control mode and ground
starting of the engine in both the automatic and manual fuel control
modes.

6. The fuel control malfunction should be investigated and corrective
"action taken as soon as possible (page 11).

An intermittent (approximately one c&ycle per second) power oscilla-
tion problem occurred during stabilized flight when engine Ng's were
between 88 and 92 percent.

7. The power oscillation problem should be investigated and corrected

(page 13).

Longitudinal and lateral control forces could not be consistently
j trimmed out.

8. Based on the operation of the force trim system during the AFPE,
immediate action should be taken to improve the trimming system
(page- 7 ).

The following are additional disurepancies,

Entry into the pilot's and copilot's seat of the UH-lN was awkward
for a person of average height and difficult for a short person.

9. The height of the step on the tubular landing skids should be
raised to aefford easier access to the cockpit (page 2 )

A slight manual push force against the bottom of the pilot's and
copilot's doors was required to jettison them from within the cockpit.

10. A note should be added to the Flight Manual stating that a manual
push force against the bottom of the pilot's and copilot's doors
is required for the crei to jettison them from within the cockpit
(page 3).

The aircraft first aid kits were attached to doors which may often

11. The aircraft first aid kits should be moved from the small cabin

doors to a more permanent location (page 3 ).

The stencils describing the motion of the handles for the two
jettisonable windows in the sliding doors for the passenger/cargo area
were inadequate.
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12. The. sliding doors-should be remarked so that the motion required
for movement of the handles to jettison the windows is unmistakable
(page 3).

No proviisions have been made for emergency exit in the event the
cargo doors and windows become blocked or jammed.

13. Two canopy breaking tools should be installed within the passenger/

3 ).

The one standby magnetic compass was located above the pilot's wind

shield where it was difficult for the pilot to read accurately and im-
possible for the copilot to read.

14. The standby compass should be moved to a location where it can be
seen more easily by both pilots (page 4 ).

The power turbine rpm beep switch on the copilot's collective stick
was vulnerable to damage durinig entry or exit from the copilot's seat.

15. An arrangement,similar to that on the UH-lF manual fuel control
switch, should be incorporated for the power turbine rpm beep
switch (page 4 )

When no throttle friction was applied, movement of one throttle

caused the other throttle to move.

16. Throttle interaction is undesirable and should be avoided in

future designs (page 4).

17. A note should be added to the Flight Manual stating that to pre-
vent throttle interaction, some throttle friction should be applied
to each throttle (page 4).

Placement of the limit range markings on the glass covers of the
engine and rotor gages made accurate reading of the gages very difficult.

18. All range marking of all cockpit instruments should be moved to
the dial face for more accurate flight operation (page 5).

There was no decal to remind the pilot to make a press-to-test check
of the chip detector warning lights.

19. A decal reading "PRESS TO TEST" should be placed to the left of
the chip detector caution panel and immec~iately above the master
caution panel to remind pilots to check The combined chip detector
lights (page 5 ).

The rotor brake warning light was incorpo--ated in che master warning
panel and could easily be overlooked before engine start because many of
the lights were normally illuminated at that time.

20. The rotor brake warning light should be made more conspicuous by
either changing its color to red or by moving it to a separaLe
warning panel (page 6).
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wNothing unsl' •wasno e a night evaluation flight except-that tthe fire hAhd eeml d be llulinated by reflections frorm the
• ,° secndary• lght 'sysitemin.. .,:

21. Infpqrmation- oQncern4ng tLe illumination of-the fire handles by the
secondary 'lights sh-oulfq.be included in the Flight Maniual (page 8 )

-22. "The secondary lights shoul]d be kept at as low-an lilumination as
-bssible during ni-ght~flig'ht (page 8 ).

Although engine starting with the fuel controls in the manual mode
"was eadily accomplished, there were no, procedures in the Flight Manual
, for doing mahual starts.

23.- Procedures ior both ground starting and airstarting the engine,
with the fuel control in the manual mode should be added to the
Flight Manual to provide a backup method for starting the engines
(page 6 ).

Undetected hot starts may result during a marginal battery start
because the ITT gages were not self generating and required ac power.

24. Self generating ITT gages should be installed to replace'the
present ITT system (page 6 ).

The starter switch- can be inadvertently left in the ON position
after the second engine is started resulting in no generator function for
the starter-generator dnit on the second engine.

25. An automatic starter cutout feature should be incorporated in the
starter-generator circuit (pages 6 and 9).

The rotor droop compensation system was inadequate for medium to
large collective transients to higher engine power settings and during
transients from higher engine powers to low engine powers.

26. The rotor droop compensation system should be improved to prevent
excessive rotor droop and rotor overspeed for the entire engine
power range of the UH-lN (pages 7 and 12).

Flicht with one engine on manual fuel control and the other in the
automatic mode was easily accomplished. Missions which do not require
rapid maneuvering could be completed with cne engine in the manual mode.

27. Procedures for flying with one angine on manual fuel control and
the other in the automatic mode should be added to the Flight Manual
(page 7 ).

Flight with both engines on manual fuel control required moderate
pilot compensation but was acceptable for emergency operation.

28. Procedures for flight with both engines on manual fuel control
should be included in the Fltght Manual (page 8 ).

Potential safety problems caused by the engines being located below
the exhaust/tail pipe were not investigated during the AFPE.
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2,9i. 'rja ýf~ r6b'ldmý associ-ated wit~h the engine ic~in
'shdi1:dA be- inVest~igate-d (p E93)

i ;PieIiight, fisp'eb in6h 6f the compressor inlet' sreen was too time
consumini nbecause removal of 25 screws per engine was required to remove
an nle t duct panel.

30. An easily removable panel should be added to one side of the inlet
plenum to permit rapid inspection of the* compressor inlet screen,
and inlet plehuim aria (page 21).

The 100 percent Ng governor adjustments -which were made by the air-
frame &hftriactbr ursing the production instrument panel Ng tachometer
were incorrect, resulting in repeated unintentional overspeeding of one
engine.-

31. The Ng governor settings should be made with a calibrated precision
tachometer and the pilots panel tachometer should be adjustedtbo
read 100.0 percent Ng when the engines are actually at 100.0"'percent
Ng (page 22).

The Flight Manual recommended that the' fuel valves be turned on
before and off after flight; no valid reason for turning the fuel valves
on and off was given.

32. The fuel valve switches should be safety wired in the ON position . .
(page 6 ).

33. In future designs, the fuel valve switches should be eliminated

since their function is duplicated by the firewall shutoff handles ';
(page 6 ).

The fuel :rossfeed switch must be in the ON position to provide fuel
boost pump pressure to either or both engines in the event of a boost
pump failure.

34. The Flight Manual should be changed to recommend that the fuel
crossfeed be ON during flight (page 7 ).

Both engines were in effect fed from a single fuel tank since all
fuel cells were interconnected.

35. For combat operations and serviceability two separate fuel tank
systems should be provided in future designs (page 7).

There were no provisions to change to a guard frequency or pre-
selected frequencies for UHF or VHF radio transmission.

36. The UHF and VHF radios should be replaced with radios which have
a guard frequency for transmission and 10 to 20 preselectabla
frequencies which can be selected with a sing] dial (pages 4 and 17).

The AN/ARC-II4 VHF-FM radio did not have acceptable reception
qualities on the two frequencies tested.

37. Communication reception problems with the AN/ARC-114 VHF-FM radio
should be further investigated and corrected (page 17).
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Whdeeve&r, the AARM -6533/AR lcomuke aio&yte "itrcm)-t ADME was not Iockedn a station, a buzzingnoise could be heard on the C- ointercom").

38. Th TACAN -nter.frercg with the interco-m system. should be cor-

The TACAR had a bearing error of up to 6 degrees during •limited

39. The bearing inaccuracies of the TACAN system, should be corrected
(page 19).

The VOR had & bearing error of up to 8 degrees during limited
'testinfi,

40. The bearing inaccuracies of the VOR system should be corrected
(page 19).

Push-in type fire access doors were not provided foi: the aft part
of the engine bay.

41. Push-in type fire access doors should be provided for the aft
part bf the engine bay (page 21).

There were no satisfactory hand holds for use with the steps pro-
vided in the side of the aircraft below the engines. p

42. Suitable hand holds should be provided for use with the steps pro-
vided.,in the side of the aircraft below the engines (page 21).

The ignition wiring harness and other miscellaneous wires were poorly
supported and loosely clamped in the engine bay area.

43. The quality controi of electrical wire clamping in the engine bay
area should be improved (,page 22).

Control stick reduction in force required to move the collective

down occurred between 6 and 3 inches from full down and then increased
force was required to move the control tofull down.

44. The collective control system should be modified to provide a
constant or positive force gradient throughout the travel of the
collective control stick. If the system is not modified, a note
should be placed in the Flight Manual that a reduction in force
to move the collective control stick down occurs approximately half-
way down and then an increased force is required to move the stick
to full down (page 27).

_ _ _ _ __1 'I2• " •



APPENDIX I

test techniques,,
data analysis methods
and test data

GENERAL
Dimensional analysis of the major items affecting helicopter per-

formance yielded the variables used to present performance data. These
dimensionless variables are defined as follows:

=SHP x 550 Kl SHP 3
PA(QR) 3 a 0•a NRIý7

GW ____

CT- 2 K2pA (26R) a

vt+ 0.592 (ýzR) fMTIP = ________---- 1 +
TP 38.967 ft3

Vt V
K4 NR )

Notes: (1) Constants K, through K4 pertain to specific rotor systems.
For the UH-lN they are: Kl = 8.0549, K2 = 0.0368, K3
0.0022495, F4 = 0.6719927.

(2) For the test conditions encountered, it has been assumed
that Vt /• = Vc, i.e., AVc = 0. AVc = compressibility
correction to calibrated airspeed.

HOVER

In-ground effect and ou;-of-ground effect tethered hovering per-
formance data (skid heights cf 4 and 60 feet, respectively), were ob-
tained at a pressure altitude of approximately 600 feet. Constant
rotor speeds of 324 and 311 rpm were flown in order to obtain the maxi-
mum CT spread possible. All hover tests were conducted in less than 3
knots of wind.

During the tethered hovering tests the helicopter i • tethered to
the ground by a cable and load cell (which measured cable tension).
Thrust produced was assumed equal to the gross weight of the helicopter,
cable and load cell plus the cable tension. Power was determined using
in-flight torquemeter readings and rotor speed.
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Power coefficient (Cp) was plotted against thrust coefficient- (CT)
for each skid height; fairingsýdefined by points of equal rotor blade
speed were established (figures 1 and 2, appendix I).

CLIMB

Continuous climbs were conducted from a 1,000 feet pressure altitude
to service ceiling or envelope limit using a mid center of gravity loca-
tion, makimum continuous power, and climb ,:arct qross weights of 8,480
and-9,920 pounds. Only one climb was made at each gross weight. The
climb tests were conducted at 55 KIAS on the boom system.

The observed-rate of climb was corrected to test day tapeline rate
of climb using the following equation:

R/Ct = dh Tatt Tas

where

R/Ct = rate of climb (tapeline), feet per minute

dh_
dh = slope of the pressure altitude versus time curve, feet per

minute

Tat = test day ambient temperature - deg K

Tas = standard day temperature for the test altitude- deg K

The test day values of the rate of climb are presented along with
shaft horsepower required, calibrated airspeed, true airspeed, gross
weight, fuel used, time to climb, nautical air miles traveled and pres-
sure altitude. ReBsults of the climb tests for test day conditions are
presented in figures 3 and 4, appendix I.

LEVEL FLIGHT

Level flight performance tests (speed powers) were conducted to
determine the power required as a function of airspeed, gross weight
and altitude. These speed power flights were flown at predetermined
and constant thrust coefficients (CT), a techn:ique which required in-
creasing density altitude as fuel was consumed so that a constant GW/a
relationship was maintained. Power required was determined from the
installed engine torquemeter and rotor rpm. For the test conditions
encountered, the data were corrected for adiabatic temperature rise
created by the aircraft's forward velocity. A plot of Cp and MTIP
versus p for each CT flown is presented in figure 5, appendix I. Plots
of shaft horsepower versus true airspeed and nautical air miles per
pound of fuel (NAMPP) are presented in figures 6 through 10, appendix I.

POWER DETERMINATION

The combining gearbox had a hydromechanical torquemeter for each
engine installed as an integral part of the combining gearbox. The
operation of the torquemeter was based on the principle that a torque
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-4

.... applad t a :helical gear will ;produce an a-afre normai to its
" -plane6of rtation. Torque was measured as the difference between oil

pressures-In the tormuemeter and- the earbox-

-The iTft bni'ine and fhe fuel control, for the, right ehgine weke
. ....haged-6 hepth 6wef package subsequent. to the caIib-tl6r by ý UACL and

ri Orr to the" performance tests. As a iresulti the, UACL calibitation flafr-
ings for referred total output shaft horsepbwer versus referred Ng, and
ref erred Tt 5. vesus referred Ng, wVre presented, for •average comparisons
'fonly. These "average" c'Iibr&tion fairings. lare shown 6n figures 13, 15,
and 16 -, append Ix I. '-

Shaft horsepower was determined from in-flight torquemeter readings
and rotor rpm using the following equation:

2%

SHP -2 x NE x Q

where

SHP = engine output shaft horsepower

NE = output shaft rotational speed - rpm

SQ = output shaft torque - ft-lb

Engine output shaft speed was determined from .rotor speed as
follows:'

NE = NR x 20.37

where 20.37:1 was the main transmission gear ratio.

Substituting the last two equations, an equation for calculating "A
shaft horsepower was developed:

2 Tr x NR x 20.37 x Q
SHP = 33,000 0.0038784 X NR x Q

The T400-CP-400 power package as installed in the UH-lN produced a
slight complication in computing shaft horsepower. Separate torquemeters
were provided for each engine, however, there was only one output shaft.
Therefore, when the engine was calibrated the dynamometer attached to
the single output shaft read total torque for the package. The torque-
meter calibration p-esented the sum of the two torquemeter readings in
psi versus total torque in ft-lb. Therefore, total package shaft horse-
power had to be computed since there was no way to compute the shaft
horsepower produced by an individual engine.

The slope of the torquemeter calibration was found to be 14.2475.
The calibration fairing did not go through zero but was offset by 50
ft-lb (figure 20, appendix I). The equation used to convert torquemeter
pressure (PQ) into output shaft torque (Q) was:

14.2475 -50

Q (7R+PL

41-



-51

~ha t ors pd er S t 2 'iet 2  was de ermined byarseuig~~ en4ewa rduing one-hailk of the total outpu safhospowe *r. This shaft horýsepoe ueedfreahegiew shathe e-feredto he ompessor inlet' condition existing at each compressor-inl et. Tereferre 6d s~~ hreoers for the fwo engnswr ~e detogthe toobtin e t rferred output shaft' horsepower.
-*-Output shaft horsepower,, -fuel flow, gas' generator speed, andtubnin~t tepeatrewee orrected to standard atmospheric conditions. The-engine characteristics were defined by' the plot' ftefolwnequations:softeflwin

SHP N1

&t2V'GfV;t

TtS N
vs -g

Ng/.'et. - vs Wf/St2 re--
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APP ENWD IX I I

general aircraft information

-- .-- ~57 FT 0.7 IN

48 FTODIAý 
T1 N

S...... . . ........... .T T . , .I L • "

I- 2FT 651N

S- II5SIN

1 2 F 0 N5 M A S T T IL T - - T °

9 FT 0.5 INS• v,4 THIN TIP
-- ( ..::...- :--'"•°: 110| FLAPPING

8 FT 6 INF

ft? FT 8. __4_.• 8FT 8.41IN.• .•41 FT 741IN,-

= + ...... 42 FT it 2• IN. ••

45 FT 10.6 IN - -- S7FT 07 IN.

SSTATIC POSITION AT DESIGN GROSS WT
OF 6600 LBS. CG Al STA 129 138

DIMENSIONS AND DESIGN DATA*

Overall Dimensions:

Aircraft length (rotors turning) 57 ft 0.7 in.

Height (to top of turning tail rotor) 14 ft 4.7 in.

Height (to top of rotor crown) 13 ft 1 in.

Aircraft width (rotors turning) 48 ft

Aircraft width (rotors stopped parallel- to 9 ft 4 in.
fuselage)

Skid width 8 ft 8.4 in.

*Data obtained from reference 2.
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Main -Rotorv,
Number of blades 2 (
Rotor diameter 48ft

Rotor disc area (A) 1809.0 .s.t

SBlade chord 23.75
Blade airfoil

Blade root to '80-percent radius NACA 001-2, .(mbdified)

-. From 80-percent radius blade tapered to NACA 0006 :(modified)
Main rotor clearance (ground to tip rctor 7 ft 2 in.
static against stops)

Forward tilt of rotor shaft 5 deg

Main Rotor Blades:
Pitch, collective (measured at the 75-percent. 0 to +15 deg
radius station

Pitch, cyclic (measured at hub yoke)

S°I Longitudinal +12 deg

Lateral +10 deg
Flapping +11 deg
Preconing angle 2.75 deg

Blade twist (total) -10 deg

Tail Rotor:
Number of blades 2
Diameter 8 ft 6 in.

Solidity ratio 0.1436

Tail Rotor Blades:
Blade chord (constant) 11.5 in.

Blade twist 0 deg
Hub precone angle 1.5 deg
Airfoil section NACA 0018 at Sta. 12.75

tapering to NACA
0008.27 at Sta. 51.0

Aspect ratio 8.9
Range of flapping +8 deg

Main Rotor Speeds:
Power on design maximum 324 rpm
Power on design minimum 294 rpm

Power off design maximum 339 rpm



SPower off design minimum 294 rpm

Poiqer on or off - limit 356 rpm

Gear Ratios:

Engine power turbine speed to engine output 5:1
shaft speed

Main rotor transmission (engine output 20.37:1
shaft speed to main rotor speed)

o90-dagree gearbox 2.59:1

Intermediate gearbox 1:1

Engine output shaft speed to tail rotor 3.98:1
speed

Tail rotor speed to main rotor speed 5.122:1

Limit Flight Load Factors:

at 6,600 pounds (basic design gross weight)
Maneuver loads (g's)

Positive 3.5

Negative -0.5

at 10,000 pounds (alternate mission gross
weight)

Positive 2.3

Negative 0.33

Design Maximum Speed:

Level flight 130 KTAS

Sideward flight 35 KTAS

Rearward flight 30 KTAS

Main Transmission Rating:
(at 6,400 rpm obtput shaft speed)

Takeoff (5-minute) 1250 SHP

Normal (continuous) 1100 SHP

POWER PLANT

The UH-lN, S/N 68-10773, was powered by a United Aircraft of Canada
T400-CP-400 power package. The package consisted of two free turbine
engines and a combining gearbox with one output shaft. Each engine was
equipped with a hydromechanical torquemeter installed as an integral
part of the combining gearbox, The uninstalled rating per engine was
900 shaft horsepower at sea level standard day conditions.
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ROTOR -SYSTEM

The main rotor was a two-bladed, semi-rigid seesaw type employing
preconing and underslinging to insure smooth operation. The main rotor
blades were thin tip blades tapering from a 12 percent airfoil at the 80
percent radius to a 6 percent airfoil at the ,tip. Each blade was con-
nected to a common yoke by means of a grip and pitch-change bearings
with tension straps to carry centrifugal forces. Seesaw motion of the
rotor took place about an axis perpendicular to the spanwise axis of
the rotor. A stabilizer bar was provided to insure inherent stability
of the helicopter. This bar provided a base through which the rotor
was controlled independently of the fuselage attitude. All flight
controls were hydraulically boosted through a servo system.-

WEIGHT AND BALANCE

The basic weight of the test aircraft (empty aircraft plus trapped
fuel, full oil, and test instrumentation) was 6,502 pounds.

FLIGHT LIMITS

Center of gravity limits (figure 3) and airspeed limits (figure 4)
were obtained from reference 4.

TEST INSTRUMENTATION

The test instrumentation used during the test program was supplied,
installed, calibrated and maintained by Bell Helicopter Company personnel.
Airspeed, angle of attack and sideslip information was obtained from a
swiveling head pitot-static probe mounted on a boom extending forward
from the nose of the aircraft. Data acquisition for the performance,
systems, and flying qualities tests was provided by an on-board photo-
graphic recorder and an on-board oscillograph recorder. Control force
data was obtained using a hand-held force gage. A list of the test
instrumentation used in the test aircraft is as follows:

Copilot's Panel

Outside air temperature

Compressor inlet temperature, #1 and #2 engine

Control position

Compressor inlet pressure, #1 and #2 engine

Fuel counters, #1 and #2 engine

Stepper motor fuel timer, #1 and #2 engine
Load cell readout

Ships system airspeed

Ships system altimeter

93
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Pilot'ýs'_ Panel 14

Rotor speed

-Sideslip 'angle: indicator

-Angle of attack indicator

".,shuping meters,

Boom airspeed
'Boom alti mte@

Photo Recorder

Boom airspeed

Boom altimeter
Outside air temperature

Clocks

Fuel totalizer, #1 and #2 engine

Correlation counter

Gas producer speed, #1 and #2 engine

Inter-turbine temperature, #1 and #2 engine

Compressor inlet pressure, #1 and #2 engine

Power turbine speed, #1 and #2 engine

Rotor speed

Oscillograph

Collective stick position

Longitudinal cyclic stick position

Lateral cyclic stick position

Directional pedals position

Engine torque pressure, #1 and #2 engine

Engine fuel control level position. #1 and #2 engine

Angle of sideslip
An•gle of attack

"II
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AZIEOUACY FOR SELECTED TASK OR AIRCRAFT DEMANDS ON THE PILOT PILOT

REGuiRE OPERATION* CHARACTIAIS.'sCS IN SELECTED TASK OR REQUIRED OPERATION" RATING

bExellent Pilot cormpensation not a factor for

Highly des.aabtr' des ted pertortoance

-AGood Pilot compenosatio non fte rf N-1 Negligible deficiencies desie perfyormance
Fair -- Some -Ildly Minimal pilot compn sato n e qief
unpleasant deficienciesn densrrd p. rtormance

YsMinor but annoying Des.red pesdmereatt e
deficiencies pilot Compen&it on

instl No Deficiencise Moderrtely objeetilnable Adequiate etmn
tsmptrywtouee t

5  
wayrranmet detiisencies coosts.d, ablse piot Comp 5

very objectionable but Adequate Performacer eqie ntni
tolerable0 deficiencies Pilot compnrosjtion

Major deficiencies maiu loeai io ompensation
isadqat 

onrllo1,yn mquestion sa"nperformance NoF7tce~e

pilot workload' foroemn Mao dtoeniS m",a o ed T

Maior det~csencesertnepltcmesaini eurdt

Is No FImprovement Control will be lost during some portion of

- aordtiOae required operation

Firpire 5 HANDLING QUALITIES RATING SCALE
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3. Model Specification, Engine, Aircraft, Turboshaft, Twin Power
S-ection, YT400-CP-400 and T400-CP-400, United Aircraft of Canada
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4. Interim Operating Limitations for UH-lN Helicopter, Bell Helicopter
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5,. Avionics Bench, Preflight and Flight Test Instructions for Radio
Set A.N/ARC-115, SCL-T-0045B, 30 September 1968, U.S. Army Elec-
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6. Technical. Manual, Field Maintenance Radio Se'- AN/ARN-65 (T-38
Installation), T.O. 12R5-2ARN65-2, 5 June 19b9.

7. Military Specification, Helicopter Flying and Ground Handling
Qualities; General Requirements for, MIL-H-8501A, 7 September 1961.
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